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Experts say more than 20 million
people have died since 1981 from it.
According to the World Health
Organization (WHO), over 42 million people are living with HIV or
AIDS.
The National Institute of Allergy
and Infectious Diseases state that 75
percent of people infected with HIV
contracted the infection through
unprotected sex.
“We have learned a great deal in
a short period of time, but with the
virus mutating like mad, it’s been
hard to find the cure,” said James
Rothenberger.
Rothenberger is a Morse Alumni
Distinguished Teaching Instructor
of Public Health.
He conducted the discussion
titled “HIV/STDs: What You Need
To Know” Monday in the Voyageur
South Room in Atwood.
Rothenberger has been going
around to schools for about 30 years
educating students of all ages.
“Every time we present the
information we hope our audience
goes away with some new-found
knowledge,” Rothenberger said.
Accompanied by Rothenberger
were Bonnie Johnson and Rod
Doby. Johnson was the National
Health Teacher of The Year in 2003.
She is the curricular consultant for
the Hopkins School District and an
alumni of SCSU.
Doby is a chairperson on the
Health
Physical
Education
Recreation
Sport
Science
(HPERSS) at SCSU.
SCSU and the University of
Minnesota School of Public Health
sponsored the event.
“Our goal, while educating the
health educators, is to allow them to
comfortably deliver the information
to students,” Johnson said.
Rothenberger started the presen-

tation with the progression of the
HIV infection.
The first report of the virus was
in June of 1981 and by November of
1984, the virus was isolated. In
2004, fusion inhibitors were introduced to the public.
In the United States, the heterosexual transmission of the virus has
been increasing in recent years. In
Africa one-third of all pregnant
women have HIV/AIDS, and in
India the transmission of the virus is
also increasing. Rothenberger said it
seems the only country that is stabilizing the virus is Thailand.
He said the reason Thailand is
doing so well in stabilizing the virus
is because of their education system.
They start teaching children about
HIV in kindergarten. Rothenberger
had a chance to visit Thailand and
said what he saw stunned him.
“All the children were wearing
T-shirts with three penises on them,”
Rothenberger explained. “Two of
them had frowning faces and the
one with a condom on had a smiley
face.”
Rothenberger and Johnson agree
that education is the key to protecting against HIV and STDs. And
according to a survey conducted by
Winona University, 60 percent of
the students enrolled at the institution had little or no knowledge
about HIV and STDs.
“It is a state law to educate K-12
about these infections,” Johnson
said. “But at the collegiate level, no
such law exists.”
The two of them have taken it
upon themselves to educate as many
people as possible. They have visited many public schools to speak,
and they have just recently started
going to colleges. They also get
information out to educators and
organize training days in various
towns.
■

Go to AIDS PAGE 4.

ADAM HAMMER/MANAGING EDITOR

Spoken word poet Gemineye performs in the Atwood Theatre
Wednesday. Gemineye has appeared on the Russell Simmons Def
Poetry Jam on HBO as well as performed for many other venues.
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E-mail
1. (11/14/04) Security concern
(unwanted visitor), Stearns Hall
2. Intoxicated female student,
Mitchell Hall
3. Two intoxicated female students,
Hill Case Hall
4. Damage to property (bathroom
stall), Hill Case Hall
5. Safety concern, Miller Center
6. (11/15/04) Medical, Miller Center
7. Burglary (office, no forced entry),
Math and Science Center
8. (11/16/04) Theft of cell phone
(from computer lab) Miller Center
9. Burglary (theft from unlocked
register), Holes Hall

2

Sex offender faces fraud charges

While in custody at a state hospital in St. Peter, sex offender Arthur
Senty-Haugen was charged Tuesday with 29 counts of filing false tax
claims and one count of conspiracy to defraud the United States.
Haugen collected about $168,000 in tax refunds by filing 23 false
tax returns for five non-existent businesses between 1998 and 2001.
People who he claimed worked for the businesses were dead, fellow
inmates or others housed in the state hospital.
According to the court papers, Haugen also filed fake individual tax
returns for himself and others. The fake W-2 forms claimed he and
others had worked and made wages from the fake businesses.
Between April 2000 and April 2002, Haugen filed or assisted in the
filing of about eight fraudulent tax returns worth $38,000 in refunds.
In the past, Haugen has been charged with using a computer system
to forge state purchase orders and create a mail-order business to steal
credit cards, computers and cash.

Sauk Centre corrections facility opens
The state-run prison in Sauk Centre, which closed five years ago,
has reopened as a minimum-security facility for nonviolent offenders.
The facility, called Oak Ridge Regional Corrections Facility, hopes
to house inmates from overcrowded prisons and jails who are not
considered public safety risks.
Oak Ridge will offer treatment, education and a structured living
environment for drug users; particularity methamphetamine addicts
who are eligible for work release or Sentencing to Service work
crews.
The facility will house up to 48 men and there is room in other
buildings to add more rooms.

Significant Quote

“You grow up the day you have the first real laugh- at yourself.”
-Ethel Barrymore
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Stolen cash found in a beaver dam
Three bags of bills stolen from Lucky Dollar Casino in Greensburg,
La., were found in a creek, with thousands of dollars woven into the
sticks and brush of a beaver dam.
Between $70,000 and $75,000 was taken from the casino last week.
Deputies searched for the missing money for days until a lawyer, who
hoped to make a deal with prosecutors for a client, tipped police that
the money bags had been dropped in a creek.
Police found the first bag of money soon after they arrived at the
creek and found the second money bag against a beaver dam downstream.
When the third bag of cash could not be found, officers began breaking down the beaver dam and found money stuffed in through the
brush. None of the bills were ripped.
Police Chief Ronald Harrell said the casino was elated to get $40,000
back of the missing money. Police hope to find the rest of the cash in
a safety deposit box in Mississippi.

Russia creates new breed of missiles

Russian President Vladimir Putin said Wednesday that Russia is
developing a new nuclear missile system unlike any other weapons
program in any other country.
Putin gave no details about the weapons or why Russia was pursuing
the new program. U.S. officials are skeptical about whether the cashstrapped Russia could even afford this expensive new program.
Putin said, the new missiles will be appearing in the near future and
will contain more power than any other nuclear missile worldwide.
A Moscow Institute senior military analyst Alexander Pikayev said
Putin wanted to boast about the success of his military and show that
Russia is regaining its status as a powerful country.
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Calendar of

Events

TODAY
■ Band and choral concert
7:30 p.m. Stewart Hall Ritsche
Auditorium. Campus band and
choral theater concert. Free for
students and $5 for adults.
■ The Comedy of Errors
8 to 10 p.m. Performing Arts
Center, Center Stage. Play
based on “Menaechimi” by
Shakespeare. Runs at 8 p.m.
through Saturday and is at 2
p.m. Sunday. Free for students
and $15 for adults.
■ “The Village”
8 p.m. Atwood Memorial
Center Theatre. Rated PG-13.
Runs until Sunday. Free.

FRIDAY
■ Faculty Jazz
7:30 p.m. Radisson Hotel, Fox
Lounge. Twin Cities jazz artists
Mary Louis Knuton and Dave
Stanoch join SCSU faculty for a
jazz concert. Free
■ Song of the North
7:30 p.m. Paramount Theatre
913 St. Germain St. “Old
Minnesota Song of the North”
is a film that makes the pioneer
days come alive. Call 259-5463
for tickets. Cost is $10 for students and $20 for adults.

SATURDAY
■ African Night
7 to 10:30 p.m. Atwood
Memorial Center Ballroom.
This event celebrates the culture
of Africa. Cost is $8 for students and $10 for adults.
■ Wood sculptor
Arts Co-op and Arts Gallery.
See the carvings of Gen Jansen
and pick up one of six carving
patterns with instruction books.

SUNDAY
■ MMTA ensemble festival
12 to 6 p.m. Performing Arts
Center Ruth Grant Recital Hall.
Free.
■ Orchestra concert
3 p.m. Newman Church. Call
308-3223 about the cost.

News
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Arafat’s life addressed
Chad Eldred
STAFF WRITER

Following the recent death of
Yasser Arafat, a public forum was
organized at 12 p.m. Tuesday in the
Atwood Theatre to discuss the role
the Palestinian leader played in the
peace talks with Israel.
The forum also dealt with the
perceived distortions in the media
regarding Palestinians and their
leader Arafat.
Luke Tripp, a chair member of
the Community Studies Department, spoke at the forum and
believes that the American government and the media have portrayed
Arafat in a negative light.
“There is a great distortion of
the image of Yasser Arafat and the
Palestinian movement in the corporate media and in the U.S. government. We want to help educate the
public about the nature and the
character of the Palestinian movement and who is the real Yasser
Arafat,” Tripp said.
Tripp said the conflict between
Palestinians and Israelis has been
violent and bloody and that the
fight is largely over land, resources
and recognition. Tripp also believes
that control is a key element in the
dispute.
“The nature of the issue is over
power and people want power and
the ability to make decisions. And
usually those decisions are made in
such a way that it furthers the interests of one group at the expense of
another,” Tripp said.
Arafat won the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1994 and had gone on camera to publicly condemn terrorist
actions. Tripp believes that Arafat
was a true leader of the Palestinian
people and that the causes they are
fighting for are worthy.
“I view Arafat as an authentic,
genuine leader of his people, and I
think that the cause of the
Palestinians is a just cause and they
are fighting for basic human rights
and recognition. The Palestinians
are an oppressed people and an
occupied people and I am on the
side of those fighting against
oppression,” Tripp said.
Ben Wallace, a third-year student at SCSU, came to the forum
because he was interested in the
issues being discussed and wanted
to learn more.

MATT KASTER/VISUALS EDITOR

SCSU professor Tamrat Tademe shared audio and video of Yasser Arafat faced Tuesday in the Atwood
Theatre.Tademe said the U.S. government and the mass media have distorted Arafat’s image.
Wallace said the forum was useful and that it reaffirmed his position on Arafat. Wallace believes
that the media have been one-sided
on the issue and the forum gave him
a chance to hear the other side.
“I think it was a fair forum, and
I think this is a healthy forum. He
(Arafat) was the democratically
elected leader of the Palestinian
people, and when you are fighting
for freedom it doesn’t matter what
the other side calls you,” Wallace
said.
Tamrat Tademe, a professor in
the human relations department,
also spoke at the forum and discussed the issue of media coverage
and the language used to describe
the conflict.
Tademe said that Arafat is the

“There is a great distortion of the image of
Yasser Arafat and the Palestinian movement in the
corporate media and in the U.S. government.”
Luke Tripp
COMMUNITY STUDIES CHAIR MEMBER

most beloved and reviled leader of
our time. He also said that he was
sick of the propaganda in the media
and the way Arafat had been demonized and degraded.
“The United States government
and the media have painted Arafat
as a terrorist and as an obstacle of
peace, yet at one time Arafat was
considered a partner of peace. As a
result of that, people form their
opinions on the basis of what they
get from the media,” Tademe said.
Tademe said he is concerned
about the relationship between the
United States and Palestine and that
the language being used to describe
Arafat does not help the cause.
“There has been a massive
amount of propaganda against
Palestinians. The perspective of
Palestinians is not heard much. It is
not heard at all,” Tademe said.
“Most TV stations don’t present the
Palestinian perspective, and I am
increasingly disturbed by the disconnect between the people in the
United States and the people in the
Middle East and people in
Palestine. There is no connection.”
Tademe said there are several
reasons for the connection between

the United States and Israel: economic, political and racial reasons
are just a few.
“There is an affinity between the
United States and Israel, and Israel
has been seen as one strategic ally
over all other Middle Eastern countries and everything is tipped to its
favor,” Tademe said.
Tademe also stressed that being
pro-Palestinian does not mean that
a person is anti-Semitic. He said it
is important not to confuse the two
terms as being synonymous.
President Bush had cut off talks
with Arafat and United States
Secretary of State Colin Powell did
not attend his funeral.
“The French President had a
state funeral for Arafat and the
United States sent a second-level
functionary and they didn’t have
anything to say that was positive
about Arafat,” Tademe said.
The death of Arafat and his
funeral have caused some to hope
for peace, while others see only
violence in the future. Arafat wanted to be buried in Jerusalem but
was denied that wish, sparking further anger between Palestinians and
Israelis.
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Students gear up
to study abroad
Ashley Preste

THURSDAY Nov. 18, 2004

Discussion aids
students with
friends in need
Joshua Fox

ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Studying abroad programs have
provided life altering opportunities for
students. They have the chance to live
in a new country with a new culture
and gain new perspective.
The Center for International
Studies hosted the 6th annual Study
Abroad Fair from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Wednesday in the Atwood Theatre
Lounge. Information booths were set
up to represent the programs offered
by SCSU.
“There are 22 different programs
in 15 different countries,” study
abroad advisor Peggy Fisker said.
“This is the first of two fairs this year.
The other will be in February.”
Information was available at
booths representing Australia, Chile,
Costa Rica, England, France, Japan,
Sweden and others. If there is a country you are interested in that SCSU
does not offer, you can choose a program from another university, as long
as it as an accredited program and then
transfer your credits back to SCSU,
Fisker said.
“There are some programs that go
every semester and some, every
other,” Fisker said. “The biggest thing
is to plan early, because you can sometimes take your general education
credits abroad.”
SCSU fourth-year Elsbeth Stoesz
has been involved with the study
abroad program and said she enjoyed
her educational stay overseas.
“I always loved to travel and I
knew I wanted to study abroad when I
was in college,” Stoesz said. “I originally wanted to go to France, but I was
scared that I wouldn’t be able to speak
the language well enough, so I went to
England instead my second year.”
Stoesz was one of 52 SCSU students who studied in England during
fall semester of 2002 while studying
British history.
“I love other cultures, especially
Europe because it is all so different,”
Stoesz said. “You learn a lot about the
history there and you can see it at the
same time. I love the relationship with
the people I went with on the program.
We are all still really close.”
Stoesz will study abroad again during the spring 2005 semester in
Toulouse, France. She will be part of
the exchange program living with a
host family and learning from French
professors. Stoesz will earn 18 credits
toward her French major through the
study abroad program.
Some students choose to study
abroad to go back to the country
where they were born. Nate Jahns, a
fourth-year ecology and field biology
major born in Sydney, studied abroad
for a semester in Australia during his

STAFF WRITER

KELL SANDERS/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Juniors Ashley Hengel (left) and Kate Roseland talk with
International Studies coordinator Linda Raine at Wednesday’s
Study Abroad Fair.
second year.
“I considered England and Africa,
but the program was better for biology
compared to the others and I wanted to
go back,” Jahns said. “I studied at
Southern Cross University where they
had a lot of good biology programs.
The Australia program is less structured than the rest, which can be good
or bad depending on the kind of person you are.”
Throughout the semester, Jahns
said he covered one-third of the country visiting the outback, Sydney and
other major cities. He said he also visited wine vineyards, went hiking,
camping, played with poisonous spiders and got bit by a camel in the outback.
Jahns said there are two major concerns that students have when deciding whether or not to take the plunge
and study in another country.
“The biggest concern for most
people is the money and graduating,”
Jahns said. “Even if it puts you back a
semester, it is worth it. I am still graduating in four years and I only took six
summer credits. It is definitely doable. Financial aid applies and there
are scholarships and you will be surprised how much more helpful your

parents will be when you say you are
going to another country.”
Fisker also said the costs of studying abroad should not deter students
interested in the program.
“Don’t be afraid of the cost,”
Fisker said. “The price tag seems
expensive, but there are scholarships
and there are ways to make it affordable.”
Besides earning credits toward
graduation, Jahns said students will
gain experiences that are rewarding as
well.
“Everyone at some point should
explore the world and themselves,” he
said. “If you say that you can’t leave
home for that long, in my opinion, that
is why you should go. You learn a lot
about yourself for sure. You learn to
relax in different situations and let
thing take their course. You become
more independent.”
The Center of International Studies
is located in Lawrence Hall room 101.
Peer advisors are available in the
office to answer questions about the
programs. All of the peer advisors at
one point studied abroad through one
of the programs.

The Counseling and Psychological Services Center conducted a
seminar on Monday afternoon to
instruct students on how to counsel a
troubled friend.
Stephen Jenkins talked to students
about different problems their friends
might encounter such as addiction,
depression, eating disorders or anxiety. Jenkins talked about the importance of helping friends, but also the
role the Counseling and Psychological Services center can play in helping to solve problems students may
face.
“A lot of students feel uncomfortable coming in to talk to with a counselor, so this is a way to tell students
about us,” Jenkins said.
The seminar focused on the steps
to counseling a friend. Jenkins said
that most of the time a friend with a
problem is not aware of it or in denial,
so it is important to try to help.
Jenkins told the students it is
important to research the problem that
they think their friend has before confronting them about it. Be informed
about their friend and the problem.
Confrontation is the next step, and
Jenkins explained can often be very
difficult but that it is necessary. He
explained some basic ways to confront a friend and what to say. Jenkins
emphasized being supportive, not
blaming the friend and not being
afraid to call for help if needed.
Jenkins told the students about the
different responses to the confrontation they may encounter.
“A lot of people aren’t ready for a
negative response, they think everything is going to go fine,” Jenkins
said.
He told the students it is important
to take this step even though it may be
■

Continued from PAGE 1.

AIDS

“It is very hard to get a room full
of people to talk about AIDS with,”
Rothenberger said. “Huge health
problems are just not discussed on
campuses.”
In Minnesota, there are 10,107
chlamydia cases, 3,049 gonorrhea
cases and 148 syphilis cases. There
have been significant increases in
syphilis cases in Minnesota and
throughout the United States as well.

hard.
Listening is the next step in the
process. Jenkins told the students it
was important to make sure their
friends were the center of attention
when they were ready to talk.
“Turn off the radio or TV, close the
door and make sure your friend knows
that you want to listen to them,”
Jenkins said.
He said the most important keys to
listening are to stay calm no matter
what they tell you, believe them and
be patient.
Jenkins told the students that
advising their friends can be a pitfall
even though it seems like a natural
step in the process.
“You friend can make their own
decision most of the time, usually all
they need is support, not advice,”
Jenkins said.
A step sometimes necessary is to
refer a friend to a professional counselor. He told the students that with a
serious problem a friend can be good
for support, but a counselor is necessary to help.
Jenkins said that putting on a seminar where students could come and
not have to talk made them a lot more
comfortable but it was also is a great
use of his time.
“Counseling is one-on-one, so
speaking with 17 students is a much
more effective use of my time, and the
group makes students feel more comfortable,” Jenkins said.
Students were free to talk one-onone with Jenkins after the seminar and
many found the instruction given very
helpful.
“It helps people to learn to help
their friends that might be suicidal,”
sophomore Eric Jorgenson said.
Freshmen Tara Corbin also found
the seminar very informative and
helpful, “It is important because it
gives us knowledge.”
The fastest growing population
acquiring viruses are those of 50 years
or older. Rothenberger attributes this
to the usage of products like Viagra
and the fact that women after
menopause don’t feel the need for
contraceptives.
“We hope from this presentation
we provoke a behavior change within
the student population,” Doby said.
Third-year SCSU student Alex
Stein said the presentation was beneficial.
“It was very informative,” Stein
said. “And I learned a lot more about
modern and effective ways to protect
myself.”
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Student lands in global spotlight
Becky Glander
STAFF WRITER

SCSU student Molly Reiling
recently won the Global Collegiate
Entrepreneurial Award in the area of
social improvement. She is a dedicated student, a volunteer at Anna Marie
Women‘s Shelter and co-owner of
Daylily Salon and Spa in St. Cloud.
Originally from Minneapolis,
Reiling now lives in St. Cloud with
her husband Devrie and sons Hunter
and Charlie. Their third child is on the
way this spring.
Reiling is a fourth-year English
major. She transferred to SCSU from
the University of Minnesota because
of the smaller campus and the more
conducive learning environment that
is provided here.
“I had gone to the U and I had
great classes, but I felt anonymous,”
Reiling said. “The thing that impresses me about St. Cloud State is that
you can get to know your instructors
and be free to ask questions. I think
that has a large impact on your
grades.”
Reiling won the global award by
first competing for the Minnesota
Collegiate Entrepreneurial Award.
She wrote an essay on how she met
the qualifications that were needed
for application. The applicants were
required to be undergraduate business
owners that participate in community

or volunteer work. The application
required several letters of recommendation. Reiling said because she has
such a busy schedule, she procrastinated on submitting her application
until the day before it was due.
“I called one of my friends and
said ‘I need one more letter of recommendation, because I need to mail
this thing in tonight,’” Reiling said.
“She said, ‘I’m actually leaving right
now to go the hospital because I’m in
labor.’ She still wrote it and e-mailed
it to me. That’s a really good friend
for you.”
A month later, Reiling found out
that she had won the award and a
prize of $2,500. Her application
moved on to a regional contest, where
she won again and received another
prize of $2,500. Rob Weber sponsored the regional contest. Weber is
an area business owner and SCSU
alum and had received the award in
2000.
After Reiling received the second
honor, she was invited to a conference
in Chicago to compete in the global
contest. Present at the event were
1,500 people from all over the world.
Reiling said some of the other finalists were from China, Sweden and
Australia.
“I wasn’t really nervous going
into it, because I didn’t think that I
was going to win,” Reiling said. “The
other businesses seemed so fantastic.

I also had a lot of support because my
husband, parents, my husband’s parents and eight girls from work were
there to support me.”
At the end of the conference,
Reiling was surprised to find out that
she had won the global award for
which she received a trophy and
$3,000.
Ken Maddux, executive director
of the Anderson Entrepreneurial
Center at SCSU, attended the conference as well. He was very proud of
Reiling’s success.
“Molly is a very giving young
woman and very deserving of this
award,” Maddux said. “She did a
great job of representing SCSU and
the community at the conference.”
Reiling and her husband opened
Daylily Salon and Spa in October of
2000. Reiling said that it took a lot of
work to make Daylily a success. They
were both forced to work 80 hours a
week for the first two years required
to get the business off the ground. She
said the situation put a lot of stress on
their family life. Now that their business is established, they are able to
create a more flexible schedule for
themselves.
Reiling believes that with her successful business, it is her duty to help
the community. She and her employees have participated in many events
that benefit Anna Marie Women’s
Shelter. Two years ago, Daylily

MATT KASTER/VISUALS EDITOR

SCSU senior Molly Reiling recently won the Collegiate Global
Entrepreneur Award for social improvement.
opened their doors to Anna Marie’s
residents for a day filled with complementary services.
“It was a very fun and uplifting
day for everybody,” Reiling said. “We
felt like we made a positive impact on
the self-esteem of the women to see
the way they would sit up straighter
and look in the mirror and smile when
they saw their new ‘do and everything. That made us feel very good.”
Judi Gay, coordinator of
Community Outreach, Criminal
Justice, and Volunteer Services at

Anna Marie’s, expressed her gratitude for all the work Reiling has done
with the shelter.
“Molly is a woman who wants to
be part of the community, and sees
Daylily as a way to help out,” Gay
said. “She uses the resources that she
has and is more than willing to share
them. We are very grateful to Molly
and her generosity because it does
make a difference and help the
women here at Anna Marie’s who
really do need a little pampering at
this point in their lives.”

Petitioners take their stances in Atwood
Staff Report

ADAM HAMMER/MANAGING EDITOR

Support the Court member Tara Fratzke hands out buttons in support of her organization at Atwood Memorial Center Wednesday.
Fratzke and Support the Court set their booth up next to the College Republicans speaking out against the 2004 Homecoming queen.

The College Republicans started a
petition Wednesday in Atwood to
make laws about the description of a
homecoming queen in future homecoming coronations.
College Republican President
Nicole Severson said this petition is
just an opportunity for students to say
they disagree about having a male
homecoming queen.
They said they plan to send the
petition to SCSU President Roy Sago
to make legislation about the definition of homecoming queen as a
female.
The organization said this petition
was not against the male queen, Fue
Khang, or homosexuality. Severson
said having three men and one
woman as queen is a setback for
women.
Soon after the college republicans
set up their petition booth, the
Support the Court organization followed with their petition to support
the 2004 Homecoming court. And the
controversy began as a crowd of students circled the two booths to sign
either petition and express their opinion on the issue.
Khang was standing by as a witness to the debate but refrained from
comment about the situation.
Support the Court and the College
Republicans said they would both be
sitting in Atwood petitioning for the
next few days.
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Education is key for AIDS,
STD protection worldwide
Twenty million people have died from AIDS in about
20 years and more than 42 million people worldwide are
infected.
Even worse, the AIDS epidemic has shown no indication of slowing down.
While AIDS/HIV can be contracted through several
different platforms, over three-fourths of all infected
people received the disease through sex.
These are statistics that need to be addressed, and education is key.
Some individuals have dedicated their life to this
cause, such as public health instructor James
Rothenberger, who visited SCSU this week.
Rothenberger has spent the last 30 years educating students about AIDS/HIV.
Rothenberger promotes that easy solutions, such as
use of a condom, can prevent people from AIDS/HIV.
His theory proves true in Thailand, one of the only
countries to have stabilized the disease. In Thailand,
AIDS education starts as early as kindergarten.
However, other countries and nations aren’t as fortunate. In Africa, one-third of all pregnant women have
HIV or AIDS, a mind boggling statistic.
Yet, even though America sees nowhere near as many
cases of AIDS/HIV as Africa, there are many who can
be informed.
A recent survey conducted at Winona University indicated that about 60 percent of enrolled students had little
or no knowledge about HIV or AIDS.
Although AIDS/HIV isn’t as prevalent in Minnesota
as other places in the world, students aren’t immune.
SCSU is host to 16,000 students– surely all not exclusively born and raised in Minnesota.
And even if AIDS/HIV risk isn’t as high as other portions of the world or country, students aren’t immune to
other sexually transmitted diseases.
With 10,107 cases of Chlamydia, 3,049 of gonorrhea
and 148 of syphilis just in Minnesota, we are still well
off to be informed about sexually-transmitted disease
protection.
With the knowledge and medical technologies we
have, there is no reason that AIDS should be spreading
at the rate it is. If action isn’t taken soon, the epidemic
has potential to become larger than life.
The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

No ‘fog’ in justified Fallujah shooting
How can anybody question the
legality or moral justification surrounding Monday’s events in
Fallujah?
For the confused and uninformed,
let me briefly recap the caught-on-tape
news segment that has infested headlines and screen crawls since NBC
first broke the story Monday afternoon.
The reasonably high-quality video,
shot by a freelance cameraman, starts
with a young, as-yet-unidentified
marine lance corporal entering an Iraqi
mosque. The marine is part of a 12man fire team sent into the mosque to
investigate a possible enemy presence.
The fire team, accompanied by two
journalists who had been embedded
with the unit since the telegraphed
siege on Fallujah began, was visibly
cautious as it entered a room where
they found several wounded men
sprawled across the floor. The
mosque, despite its supposed sacred
status, was a known insurgent stronghold and several U.S. servicemen had
been wounded by enemy gunfire originating from inside the mosque during
the 10-day operation to gain control of
Fallujah.
As the team of marines and pair of
journalists inched closer to the group
of wounded Iraqis (who the marines
unanimously believed to be insurgent
fighters), one of the marines, presumably the eventual shooter, can be heard
off-screen cursing and yelling “he’s
not f—ing dead….he’s f—ing faking.”
One of the wounded men then
made a move; perhaps a move to raise
his hands, or perhaps a move to detonate some sort of hidden explosive.

JAY
CORN
STAFF
ESSAY
Whatever the reasoning, the young
marine, whose primary duty was to
protect the point man in front of him,
reacted by discharging several rounds
of M16 fire, instantly killing the man
and quelling any threat.
Everyone likely knows a young
serviceman who probably isn’t very
much different from the young marine
lance corporal in question. The average age of the U.S. infantryman currently on the ground in Iraq is 20 and
American men that just a few short
months ago were taking graduation
pictures and falling asleep during high
school history class are now, by
choice, being expected to transform
into war machines.
In the days prior to this now-international incident, the marine in question had been badly wounded in the
face, seen his buddy killed by the
booby-trapped dead body of an Iraqi
insurgent and been involved in some
of the heaviest combat Americans
have seen since 2003.
While college students back home
moaned about registration windows
and backlogs of homework, this
marine, as well as the tens-of-thousands like him, did his duty and carried out his orders; all the while going

without real meals, women or showers.
Stranded thousands of miles away
from home in a viper’s nest called
Fallujah, this marine did what anyone,
including me, would likely have
done— there just happened to be a
camera there when he did it.
In the past few days, the phrase
“fog of war” has been repetitively
used by analysts and reporters to contextualize the combat environment
American troops often find themselves in. While the phrase effectively
conveys the idea of “numbness” to the
horrors of war, there was no fog in this
situation. What we have here is a
marine who, by all-but-a-few interpretations, executed the rules of engagement to the tee. This is war, and no
pencil-necked Washington bureaucrat
is going to tell me or that marine’s
buddies that he acted too hastily.
Marines especially are trained to
kill first and think later. That’s what
their commanders expect, and prosecuting this marine for his actions in the
heat of battle will do nothing more
than cause hesitation on the battlefield.
Violence and heavy fighting continue in Iraq. Thirty-eight Americans
have been killed in Fallujah alone in
the past 10 days, and President Bush’s
Wednesday caution of increasing violence only cements the fact that the
last American lives are still not
claimed.
Try watching the video through the
eyes of a marine not yet old enough to
drink. Put yourself half a world away
in a desert war zone. Sustain a scarring
wound to your face, watch your buddy
die and tell me you wouldn’t have
pulled the trigger too.
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My anti-drug:
College life
and alcohol

Dreams of
being a house
husband

Last Monday, I was thinking for
at least the millionth time that I’m
more than ready to graduate, that I
can’t wait to be hurled from the
academic world like a home-made,
water-propelled rocket. However,
this weekend I had a change of
heart.
I was wearing a tree suit, sitting
next to a very hungover guy in a
clown suit, eating an M&M cookie
while a handful of other people—
in normal clothes—fussed over
script details, adjusted the white
balance and prepared the audio
recording equipment. Now, I was
also hungover. But hungover in
that zen, meditative state you can
only achieve by drinking until 5
a.m., singing Journey and performing outlandish dance moves on the
furniture.
My brother once told me about
a book he read on the war on
drugs. It said that our society is
rooted on the abuse of uppers that
create a brood of work-a-holic, Atype personalities who collapse at
age 35. Alcohol is the government
sanctioned steam vent for all that
embedded stress.
But why did this make me think
about being in college—except for
the obvious reason that a college
student doesn’t really need to justify drinking until 5 a.m. while listening to Journey? I think college
in itself is a release valve. I’ve
helped with, acted in and made a
dozen or so short movies, I’ve also
vented, raved and praised over 100
movies via this publication.
If this was a public service
announcement the next line would
be: “College is my anti-drug.” Or
“College is my alcohol,” but that’s
wrong. Alcohol is my alcohol.
College is my stand against the 9-5
lifestyle that is no doubt waiting
for me somewhere. Hopefully, it
won’t be looking for the guy in the
tree suit.

Last week, I had a meeting with
my political science advisor, and
after some discussion we came to
the conclusion that I would be eligible to graduate in fall 2005. My
first thought was “Excellent, only
two more semesters at SCSU.”
Lately though, the excitement of
graduation has lessened. I began to
think about what happens after
graduation. I even had a nightmare
that I got a job working in an office
at SCSU, and then I remembered I
do work in an office at SCSU.
So what happens after we graduate college? Some of us will
move back home but ultimately
we’ll all have to get a job. I despise
working or having a job. I keep
hoping Ed McMahon is going to
knock on my door and present me
with a check and I won’t have to
work. I mean, I’ll graduate when
I’m 22 years old and won’t retire
for another 40 years. I can’t even
imagine getting up five days a
week and going to work at the
same job for the next 40 years.
My brother told me to prepare
myself, because this will happen.
But I won’t prepare myself. I won’t
settle for working at a job I hate
because it provides job security,
health insurance and pays the bills.
No, I’m going to marry a rich
woman and let her “wear the
pants” in the relationship. I don’t
mind being a stay-at-home dad. I’ll
let the wife work 10 to 12 hours a
day while I stay at home with a
couple of our kids. And if she
decides to divorce me? Well that’s
the great thing about America;
there are more women than men.
I’m sure I can find another woman
willing take care of me.
Women have been doing this
for centuries, it’s time for a man to
sit back, relax and prop his feet up
and allow the woman to bring
home the buffalo wings… I mean
bacon.

Richard Kaleta
Real reason
Senior
Mechanical Engineering
for timing of
U of M
the invasion Hart doesn’t
understand
war in Iraq
I have to respectfully disagree with
Bobby Hart’s column, “Fallujah strike
misses real objectives.” The goal of
this invasion was certainly not to
“avenge” a past “failure” which purportedly occurred last April. The
offensive last April ended in a temporary withdrawal due to the impending
presidential elections.
Why? Well, due to the fact that the
radical portion of the Democratic
Party did and said anything to unseat
President Bush, it was too risky of a
maneuver to fully conduct prior to
November. After all, we had Dan
Rather submit forged documents on
“60 Minutes,” Michael Moore create a
propagandist documentary reminiscent of the Nazi Era, Ted Kennedy say
the war was concocted for political
reasons, George Soros spend $27 million on 527 ads laced with lies and
John Kerry politicized anything to get
an edge in the polls.
So what would prevent these radicals from politicizing casualties in
Fallujah? Bush simply postponed the
invasion until right after the election
so the left’s propaganda machine
couldn’t use it as leverage. Thus,
Fallujah can now be cleansed properly without destructive political heel
biting. No “failure.” No “vengeance.”

In writing “Fallujah strike misses
real objectives,” in the November 11,
2004 issue of the University
Chronicle, staff columnist Bobby Hart
stepped way out of bounds.
Hart stated that one of the major
goals of the invasion was to avenge
the failure of U.S. Marines to occupy
that area in April. A combined force of
3,500 soldiers successfully secured
the area in late April and early May. It
is impossible to stop every person
from leaving the city without rounding them all up and killing everybody.
It is also difficult to ascertain the good
guys from the bad guys, especially in
the heat of combat.
The Associated Press has always
been a liberally-slanted news outfit. It
is no wonder that they reported U.S.
troops “firing at every car and even
every dog in sight…” Had Hart done
any real research besides citing his
own opinion, he would have realized
that there are things called Rules of
Engagement, and I do not mean BS
rules like the dramatized Hollywood
movie of the same name.

Hart has most likely never been
outside of America with the exception
of a parentally sponsored trip to
Cancun over spring break. He needs to
stand up and support his fellow
Americans even if he disagrees with
the war itself. They are over there
fighting for other’s freedom just like
the Marines have been doing for 229
years all over the world. Nobody
forced them, they signed up.
I served with a lot of good people
in Kosovo, Afghanistan and Iraq
(twice). I’m not bragging, just relaying a message. Gain some life experience and have a better idea of what is
going on in the world before writing
columns with false, second hand
information. Your alternative is to sit
and cry about how you think the president lied to you and we shouldn’t
have gone to war in Iraq.
I have to ask if your position
would change if it were your mother,
sister or possibly a girlfriend that was
raped, tortured or sexually mutilated.
Saddam’s sons did these things on an
almost daily basis when they weren’t
burning people alive in oil and killing
thousands of their own people. Maybe
the Associated Press could help you
with that.

Ryan Simonis
Junior
Criminal Justice
Sergeant, U.S. Marines

E-mail your letters to letters@universitychronicle.com or drop them off at our office, Stewart Hall 13.
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3-DAY WEEKENDS

ARE BACK!
WITH RATE PLANS THIS GOOD,
IT’S NO WONDER PEOPLE ARE TALKING.

3-DAY WEEKENDS®
600 WHENEVER MINUTES®

Nokia 6010

Up to 5 phones

FREE

UNLIMITED CALLING ON FRIDAYS, SATURDAYS, AND SUNDAYS

SRP $99.99
After $99.99 instant in-store
rebate.Annual contract required.
Taxes not included.

NO LONG DISTANCE AND ROAMING CHARGES
ONLY

$39.99 A MONTH

FAMILYTIME

®

UNLIMITED MOBILE-TO-MOBILE

Motorola V300

800 WHENEVER MINUTES®

It’s like buy one, get one

FREE

UNLIMITED NIGHTS AND WEEKENDS

After a $200 mail-in rebate on second
phone purchase and activation of
FamilyTime® plan. Motorola V300 SRP
$199.99. Annual contract required.
Taxes not included.

NO LONG DISTANCE OR ROAMING CHARGES
ONLY

$69.99 A MONTH FOR 2 LINES

Mall Of America Kiosk
East Broadway
Bloomington
952.854.3032
Brookdale Mall Kiosk
Brooklyn Park
763.503.7368
Riverdale Commons
3450 124th Avenue NW
Coon Rapids
763.421.0000

10430 Excelsior Boulevard
Hopkins
952.933.3100

2100 Snelling Avenue, North
Roseville
651.633.7050

8077 Wedgewood Lane North
Maple Grove
763.416.4690

4143 West Division Street
St. Cloud
320.203.7066

Highway 394 & Ridgedale Drive
Minnetonka
952.540.9999

1650 Park Place Boulevard
St. Louis Park
952.544.9191

themobilephone.com
Additional Regulatory Programs Fee of 86¢ per line/mo. applies. Fee helps us recover costs associated with complying with government mandates and programs (whether or not used or available). This is not a tax or government-required charge. Taxes and other charges(including Universal Service charges) additional. Cancellation: If you are not satisfied with our service, you may
cancel within 14 days of activation with no early cancellation fee. Consumer Information: Limited-time offer; subject to change. 40¢ per additional minute. 5¢ per additional text message. Rates are for domestic calls. Coverage only available on our domestic GSM/GPRS network and that of our roaming partners (“Get More network”). Credit approval, $35 activation fee and 1-year
agreement required, with $200 early cancellation fee per line. Use of our service constitutes acceptance of our terms and conditions, including mandatory arbitration. Taxes, USF and other charges additional. Unused allowances lost. Partial minutes used are rounded up and charged at the full-minute rate; calls are measured from when the network begins to process the call (before
the phone rings or the call is answered) through its termination of the call. Billing of roaming charges and minutes of use or services may be delayed. Devices sold for use on our GSM/GPRS system may not be compatible with other wireless systems. Additional restrictions apply; see brochure and terms and conditions for details. Calling Plans: Domestic long distance (but not for
credit card, calling card or operator-assisted calls) and roaming are on the Get More network. Call Rating: Weekends are midnight Fri. to midnight Sun. T-Mobile 3-Day Weekends™ begin midnight Thu. Nights are 9 pm to 6:59 am. Mobile-to-mobile minutes means a directly dialed call to or from a T-Mobile subscriber while you are on our domestic network. Call minutes currently
rate in the following order (as available): mobile-to-mobile, weekend, night, Whenever. Phone/Rebate: At participating locations. While supplies last; shipping charges may apply. Mail-in rebate offer requires purchase of the phone listed and new activation on a qualifying rate plan. You must be on a qualifying rate plan when rebate is processed. Allow 8-10 weeks for check. Offers:
Calling plan and handset offers require a minimum 1-year contract. T-Mobile is a registered trademark of Deutsche Telekom AG. ©2004.

Husky Basketball
2004-05 Season Preview

Roadtrip to a Championship

Both men’s and women’s basketball teams look toward national title runs as the 2004-05 season begins
Things look bright on the hardwood for the Husky men’s and
women’s basketball teams.
After barely missing the playoffs
last season, both teams hope to right
their respective ships and make the
playoffs.

Seniors Nate Miller (third in NCC
in scoring with 17.5 points per game
last season) and Steve Trull (7.4
points/game and 5.9 rebounds/game
last season) captain this year’s men
team. With a few new faces in transfer
players and first-year players, the

Huskies feel they are poised to make a
run at the postseason.
On the women’s side, seniors
Molly Jensen and Katie Huschle and
junior Sascha Hansen look to help the
SCSU women improve off a 17-11
overall record from last season. The

Senior Steve Trull
co-captains team

Huskies return core
group of players

Quigley anchors
the paint

Senior forward hopes to lead
the ‘04-05 Huskies to a
National Championship in his
final year.

Huskies eye
title as they
return key
players from
last season.

Sophomore center looks to
continue where she left off
after NCC Freshman of Year
accolades.
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Huskies return most of last season’s
team including center Erika Quigley.
Both teams have started their
respective 2004-05 seasons with 1-0
records and hope their fortunes will
guide them in the direction of an
NCAA Tournament Title.
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Huskies add size and depth
Kevin Macdonald
STAFF WRITER

MATTHEW KASTER/VISUALS EDITOR

Nate Miller is one of four seniors on the men’s basketball team.
Miller, a Little Falls native, averaged 17.5 points per game.

As the cold weather sets in for
another winter season, so too does
the SCSU men’s basketball team.
After a 17-11 overall record in
the 2003-04 season and finishing
tied for fifth in the North Central
Conference, the Huskies look to
build on their solid performance
from last year.
SCSU will once again be fronted
by head coach Kevin Schlagel, in
his eighth season as skipper of the
team.
“Overall, I am very excited about
our prospects here,” Schlagel said.
“I like how hard (the players) work
and I like their attitudes.”
Schlagel’s squad will be led by
senior captain’s Nate Miller and
Steve Trull.
Miller ranked third in conference
scoring last year, averaging 17.5
points per game. He was also named
to the All-NCC Honorable Mention
team.
Trull, who started all 28 games
last season, averaged 7.4 points and
5.9 rebounds per contest.
The Huskies return a solid foundation of eight players from last season. In addition to Trull and Miller,
Matt Siegle, Pat Weihert, Zac
Campbell, Brad Evans, Joe Evert
and Scott Peters round out the

returning Huskies.
Siegle started 21 games last season, while playing in all 28. He was
third in team scoring, averaging 12.5
points per game.
SCSU will also have several new
faces on the court this season.
Eric Bergstrom, Matt Hanson
and Adam Sullivan are all sophomore transfers who are expected to
play significant roles for the
Huskies.
“We needed some help on the
inside with our size and our strength
and we have a couple (transfers)
who will help us out with that,”
Schlagel said. “On the perimeter, we
have added some (players) that
shoot the ball very well. I think as
we get going they will be able to
contribute each night in terms of
strength coming off the bench.”
The Huskies have also added
three first-year guards to the line-up.
Brian Schellinger, David Dreas and
Eric Greene are all hoping to make
an impact at the collegiate level.
Schlagel stated that the three
players will most likely be used in
backup roles, but may see more
action depending on how things turn
out.
Trull stated that he believes there
won’t be much difficulty creating
team chemistry with so many new
players.
“We have a lot of new guys this

year, but every year (we) lose players and get new ones,” Trull said.
“So far, we have all really gotten
along great. I think we have already
started to come together and mold as
a team,”
Schlagel stated that the ultimate
team goal, as always is to win a
national championship.
“In terms of making the national
tournament, we’ve been close the
last several years and that is something that we pride ourselves on,”
Schlagel said. “We think that we can
be a very strong program in the
(NCAA) Division II ranks.”
In comparison to last year’s
team, Schlagel said that this season’s squad is bigger and stronger.
He added that the Huskies are now
much deeper off the bench as well,
something that he considers to be
one of their best assets.
Although Miller, Trull and Siegle
are once again expected to have productive seasons, Miller stated that
the Huskies need a complete team
effort in order to be successful.
“I think that everybody on our
team is capable of having a big
year,” Miller said. “We are all the
same type of players and there is not
a lot of difference between one player and the next. Anybody can have a
big year and hopefully we will all be
able to contribute.”

NCC looks tough this season, up for grabs
Kevin Macdonald
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU men’s basketball team
will have their work cut out for them
this season in the North Central
Conference.
After finishing tied for fifth with
Minnesota State-Mankato in 200304, the Huskies are looking to move
up in the ranks.
However, they will have to get
past NCC regular season champions
University of Nebraska-Omaha and
this year’s conference favorite MSUMankato.
The high level of competition
does not intimidate SCSU head coach

“In our league,
anybody can beat
anybody on any given
night.”
Nate Miller
SCSU SENIOR CAPTAIN

Kevin Schlagel.
“Realistically, everybody (in the
NCC) has a good basketball team.
The teams that typically are there at
the end of the year, competing for a
championship, are the teams that stay
healthy,” Schlagel said. “Everybody
works very hard at it, so you have
excellent basketball teams.
“Unfortunately, there will be a
team that will lose a player or two
along the way and then, instead of
competing for the championship, they
will move toward the middle of the
pack. That is the nature of our league
and that is what makes it so special.”
Schlagel added that with new
players continually coming into the
conference and older players graduating, it is very difficult to tell how a
team will fare year after year. New
faces are something that the Huskies
will have to deal with, as will many
teams around the NCC.

Augustana College

After finishing in last place a year
ago with an overall record of 6-21,
the Vikings have only five returning
players. Eight players from last year’s
team will not be coming back, including AC’s top player Justin Van
Meeteren, who played in all 27 games

and averaged 17 points per contest.
Head coach Tom Billeter will be
hoping for some strong performances from senior James Boron
and sophomores Nick Olson and
Matt Paulson.
The Vikings will carry 10 new
players. AC has not qualified for the
NCC tournament in 16 years.

UMD

The University of MinnesotaDuluth is also a young team.
In their first season in the NCC,
the Bulldogs are hoping to make an
impact. With no seniors on the
squad, head coach Gary Holquist
will be looking to junior captain
Sean Seaman to lead the way.
Last season in the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference, Seaman,
a Duluth native, led the team with
16.1 points per game and was
named to the All-NSIC team.
UMD had a record of 18-12
overall, and 9-7 in the NSIC. Of the
three players that the Bulldogs lost
from last year, two were starters.

MSU-Mankato

According to a media poll that
was released by the NCC last
Friday, the Mavericks are the

favorite to win the conference this
season.
With a solid group of athletes,
including first team All-NCC players Luke Anderson and Andy
Moeler, the Mavericks will be looking to make the jump from fifth
place to first.
Last year, MSU had a record of
18-10 overall, 7-7 NCC and
advanced to the Wells Fargo Finals.
Head coach Matt Margenthaler will
have an easy job filling out the lineup card, with players such as 200304 NCC Newcomer of the Year
Jamel Staten and sophomore Tony
Thomason, who made 93.1 percent
of his free throws last season.

Nebraska-Omaha

The other Mavericks in the NCC
are also expected to have a strong
team again this year. UNO took firstplace in regular season conference
play in 2003-04. The Mavericks
have won 20 or more games in each
of the last three seasons.
The Mavs’ were 22-8 overall and
10-4 in the NCC last year. Head
coach Kevin McKenna will probably look to junior Calvin Kapels and
seniors Levy Jones, Randy Bland
and Andre Tarpley for leadership.

South Dakota

The Coyotes finished third last season with a record of 22-10 overall, and
8-6, in the NCC. USD head coach
Dave Boots will be hoping for leadership and another strong performance
from senior Josh Mueller, who averaged 15.7 PPG and led the NCC in
assists with 7.71 per game last year.

North Dakota

Rounding out the conference, The
Sioux will be aspiring towards a better
showing this season after finishing
second to last a year ago.
UND will have a strong nucleus of
returnees, including All-NCC first
team players Evan Lindahl and Todd
Rypkema. Head coach Rich Glas will
try to improve upon UND’s record of
14-14 overall, 5-9 NCC.
As for an indication of which
teams to watch out for, SCSU captain
Nate Miller said that it is still too early
to tell who will be the toughest opposition for the Huskies.
“In our league, anybody can beat
anybody on any given night. So, I
wouldn’t put anyone higher than anyone else, in terms of competition,
because any team can win,” Miller
said.
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Trull pilots Husky basketball
All-North Central Conference Academic team forward Steve Trull looks to help the Huskies fly towards a National Championship
Eric Stromgren
STAFF WRITER

The four-year journey to men’s
basketball team captain has been a
memorable and rewarding one for
senior forward Steve Trull.
“It’s almost like night and day.
Coming out of high school as everyone does, you’re the star, you’re the
go-to guy and coming into college, it’s
a big difference,” Trull said.

Trull was a multi-sport athlete in
high school, but excelled in basketball
playing for Crystal Lake Central, a
town northwest of Chicago near the
Wisconsin border. He lettered in basketball four times, led his area in
points and rebounds as a senior.
He scored 41 points in one game
and hit a game-winning three-pointer
from 28 feet in a first-round playoff
game his senior year.
In Trull’s freshman season at
SCSU, he did not see playing time in

the first eight games. As that season
went on, he studied the game and
became more comfortable in SCSU
head coach Kevin Schlagel’s system.
“By the start of my sophomore
year, I was a starter just by working
really hard every day and trying to
understand the game to the best of my
ability,” Trull said.
It was during his sophomore season when Trull had what he considers
his collegiate highlight and turning
point. In a game against MSU-

MATTHEW KASTER/VISUALS EDITOR

Senior Steve Trull tries to pass around Rico Tucker, a University of Minnesota Golden Gopher,in an exhibition game last Friday.Trull hopes to become a pilot and one day fly side-by-side with his dad.

Mankato in Mankato, Trull finished
with 19 points, eight rebounds and
four slam-dunks.
“Ever since then, that really gave
me a big boost to my career knowing
that hey I can play with everyone and
I have the talent if I put in the work. It
was a real big boost for my confidence,” Trull said.
Last year, Trull started in all 28
games of the season and averaged 7.4
points and 5.9 rebounds per game. He
scored a season high 17 points against
Augustana, set a career high with 11
rebounds versus Concordia and
Nebraska-Omaha, and was named to
the All-North Central Conference
Academic team.
“I think one of my personal highlights was seeing myself become a
leader to the team,” Trull said. “I think
throughout the year I could see myself
stepping into that “so-called” captains
role.”
Part of that role includes helping
incoming freshman and transfer players become comfortable living in the
St. Cloud community and adjusting to
collegiate basketball.
Trull currently lives with three of
the newest Husky basketball players,
sophomores Adam Sullivan, Matt
Hanson and Eric Bergstrom. All three
are transfer players.
“It’s nice to live with some new
guys on the team. Whenever they have
any questions, I always tell them to
ask me and I always lead them in the
right direction,” Trull said.
Andrew Sullivan, a native of
Green Bay and a transfer from the
University of Minnesota-Crookston,
was a little unsure at first how things
were going to work out living together. But when Sullivan got to SCSU,
Trull introduced him to the team right
away and made his transition easier.
“He keeps us all updated and he
knows how things are run with the
team,” Sullivan said. “He even helps
us out on the little things, like what to
bring with us on road trips.”
While Trull likes his role as a
leader on the court, off the court he
likes to play the comedian.
“We do the occasional practical
jokes, one we like is throwing really
cold water in the shower when someone is taking a shower. We get a good
laugh out of that,” Trull said.
Besides old-fashioned hard work
and perseverance, the coaching staff
has been a big part of Trull’s development as a leader for the team.
“I think the coaching staff has
always been there for me, especially
coach (Matt) Reimer, if it wasn’t for
him I wouldn’t even be here right
now,” Trull said. “I’ve always had a
real good connection and he knows
how much I’ve appreciated him
through some hard times when I
haven’t been playing my best or when
things haven’t gone the way I want.”

Coach Reimer saw Trull’s competitive spirit as a freshman and his
improvement since then is a sign of a
veteran maturing.
Last year, Trull was second in team
blocks with 25 and second in rebounds
with 164.
“Steve is one of those guys who
wears his emotions on his sleeve.
Sometimes, he just needs a pat on the
back or sometimes you have to get
after him,” Reimer said. “I think he
responds well both ways.”
The other influential people in
Trull’s life are his parents, Victoria and
Randy.
“Academic-wise, they have been a
huge part of my life. My dad is a captain for United Airlines and that was
one of the influences that got me into
flying and where I am at today,” Trull
said. “My mom graduated magna cum
laude from University of CaliforniaIrvine, a good academic school.
From 2001-2003, Trull was named
to the Dean’s list and has been named
to the SCSU Student-Athlete Honor
Roll every year since coming to
SCSU. This year, the senior is looking
to graduate magna cum laude from
SCSU.
“A lifelong dream is always been
to fly side by side with my Dad for
United Airlines someday. It’s actually
attainable if I keep working hard, I
might be able to fly in the co-pilot’s
seat.”
Trull knows he will have to work
hard for that to happen. At the age of
60, all pilots must retire. Randy is 53
right now, which gives Steve seven
years to become certified to fly for a
major airline.
During the off-season while Steve
was getting ready for the 2004-05 season back home in Illinois, during the
hours he was not working on his basketball skills, he was in the air practicing flying and working on his first step
toward that dream.
“I got my certified flight instructor
license rating, which for my age is
pretty good,” Trull said.
Before he can work on his flight
skills full-time, Trull has his sights set
on the upcoming season.
Trull’s goal for the team this year is
to make it to the 64-team national
tournament at the end of the season,
which starts by playing hard every
game to contend for the NCC title.
Trull is optimistic about the outlook for the Huskies this season and he
hopes to improve on last season’s 1711 record.
“I really like our depth, we got
some really good transfers that came
in and some new freshmen who have
came in and played well. We’ve got a
good mix of veterans and newcomers,
and I think our chemistry is starting to
gel and work together,” Trull said.
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Eric
Bergstrom

Zac
Campbell

David
Dreas

Brad
Evans

Joe
Evert

Eric
Greene

Matt
Hanson

Nate
Miller

Scott
Peters

Brian
Schellinger

Matt
Siegle

Adam
Sullivan

2004-05 Men’s Basketball Roster
Steve
Trull

Pat
Weihart

Kevin
Schlagel

No. Player

Pos.

Ht./Wt.

Yr.

Hometown

10

Brian Schellinger

G

6-1, 180

FY

Sartell, Minn.

12

Nate Miller

G

5-9, 160

Sr.

Little Falls, Minn.

14

David Dreas

G

6-0, 165

FY

Winona, Minn..

20

Eric Greene

G

6-2, 190

FY

Kingston, Wis.

22

Matt Siegle

F

6-8, 200

Jr.

Brooklyn Park, Minn.

24

Adam Sullivan

G

6-5, 200

So.

Green Bay, Wis.

32

Pat Weihert

F

6-3, 185

Jr.

Watertown, Wis.

34

Matt Hanson

F

6-7, 210

So.

Plymouth, Minn.

40

Steve Trull

F

6-7, 225

Sr.

Crystal Lake, Ill.

42

Zac Campbell

F

6-5, 195

So.

Baldwin, Wis.

44

Brad Evans

F

6-8, 220

Sr.

Appleton, Wis.

50

Eric Bergstrom

C

7-0, 245

So.

Milaca, Minn.

52

Joe Evert

F

6-8, 220

Sr.

Wanamingo, Minn.

54

Scott Peters

C

6-10, 280

Jr.

Litchfield, Minn.

Head Coach: Kevin Schlagel

Assistant Coaches: Matt Reimer, Cory Schlagel
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April
Carlson

Sarah
Cotner

Rachel
Davis

Shannon
Francis

Sascha
Hansen

Katie
Huschle

Molly
Jensen

Krista
Kettner

Laura
Legge

Erika
Quigley

Kayla
Rengel

Maggie
Youngberg

Megan
Taylor

Michael
Jewett

Lori
Ulferts

2004-05 Women’s Basketball Roster
No. Player

Pos.

Ht.

Yr.

Hometown

11

G

5-9

Jr.

Marshall, Minn.

Sascha Hansen

13

Molly Jensen

G

5-7

Sr.

Minnetonka, Minn.

23

Shannon Francis

G

5-7

So.

Mahnomen, Minn.

25

Katie Huschle

G

5-7

Sr.

Eden Valley, Minn..

30

Laura Legge

G

5-9

So.

Aberdeen, S.D.

32

Maggie Youngerberg G

5-9

FY

Yankton, S.D.

33

April Carlson

F

5-11

Jr.

Hugo, Minn.

35

Rachel Davis

F

5-11

FY

Elk River, Minn.

40

Kayla Rengel

G

6-0

FY.

St. Cloud, Minn.

43

Krista Kettner

F

6-2

Sr.

Nicollet, Minn.

50

Erika Quigley

F

6-2

So.

Duluth, Minn.

52

Sarah Cotner

F

6-2

So.

Stillwater, Minn.

Head Coach: Lori Ulferts

Assistant Coaches: Mike Jewett, Megan Taylor
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Size is the key for ’04-05 Huskies
Ryan Atkins
STAFF WRITER

Following a 17-11 (7-7) season,
SCSU plans to travel deep into the
NCAA playoffs.
Driving the car to the a potential
playoff spot will be standout 6-foot2-inch sophomore center Erika
Quigley.
Quigley stepped in last season,
immediately giving the Huskies a
low-post threat. The Duluth native
finished her first season as a Husky,
leading the team in scoring with
18.1 points per game, while nabbing
8.9 rebounds per game.
Quigley was the only member of
the Huskies to earn All-Conference
honors and was also tabbed as
Freshman of the Year in the NCC.
Head coach Lori Ulferts understands the talent that Quigley possesses and plans to utilize the talent
to the maximum potential.
“We’re going to go inside with
Quigley, who’s good and dominating in the post, then surround her
with good talent,” Ulferts said.
Another freshman who stepped
up for the Huskies last season was
5-6 guard Shannon Francis.
Francis started all 28 games as a
true freshman, contributing with 8.8
points per game and 2.4 assists per
game.
Despite Quigley and Francis
only having one season under their

belts, Ulferts expects the duo to be
able to lead the team by example.
“They’re in a difficult position
because they don’t have much experience. But both of them played a lot
in high school,” Ulferts said. “They
are great leaders on and off the
court.”
Senior Katie Huschle is a key
contributor from a year ago.
Huschle was utilized as a bench
player in most games, averaging 9.4
points and 4.3 rebounds per game.
Huschle looks forward to starting
this season at the small forward
spot.
Junior April Carlson expects to
be the starting power forward. She
averaged 3.5 points per game last
season.
The fifth starter and the third
returning starter from a year ago is
junior captain Sascha Hansen.
Hansen averaged 9.3 points, 3.4
rebounds and 3.1 assists per game.
All five starters and many key
reserves have played together extensively and plan to make an NCAA
Tournament appearance.
Senior Molly Jensen is extremely confident and excited about the
upcoming season.
“We really have a good chance to
go a long way, and to go pretty far in
the national tournament,” Jensen
said. “Everybody is so fired up and
positive.”
Laura Legge, a sophomore from

Aberdeen, S.D., will back up
Francis after averaging 3.3 points
per game during her abbreviated
first season with the Huskies. Legge
injured her leg last season, missing
the final seven games.
Fellow South Dakota native
Maggie Youngberg is expected to be
Huschle’s back-up at the small forward spot. Youngberg received AllConference accolades three times,
as well as being an All-State selection during her senior season after
averaging 12 points per game.
Freshmen Rachel Davis, 5-11,
and Kayla Rengel, 6-0, will each
back-up Carlson. Davis played in
one game last season and was a
medical redshirt for the remainder
of the season. Rengel, a 2004 graduate from St. Cloud Tech high
school, looks to contribute.
Sophomore Sarah Cotner will be
looked upon to be the back-up for
Quigley.
Until winter break, the Huskies
will be down one player, as Senior
Krista Kettner is injured. Despite
the early season injury and the lack
of height, Ulferts is not worried.
“I’m not really (concerned) as
long as we have some height. We
have Krista (Kettner) who’s injured
and will be back. So depth will be
added at Christmas time,” Ulferts
said.
■

Go to Preview PAGE B7.

FILE PHOTO

Senior Molly Jensen returns to help the Huskies in their quest for a postseason berth. SCSU finished last season on a five-game losing streak, costing the team a spot in the NCAA Tournament.

North Dakota the favorite in the NCC
Ryan Atkins
STAFF WRITER

Entering a season of changes, one
thing is still certain within the North
Central Conference: The University of
North Dakota will be one of the top
teams.
As South Dakota State and North
Dakota State have left the NCC and
Division II for Division I, University
of Minnesota-Duluth is expected to
pick up some of the slack.

Augustana College

The Vikings are picked to finish
tied for third, with the Huskies, in the
difficult NCC. Augustana return an
experienced, but youthful team.
Finishing with a 13-15 record a season
ago, the Vikings look to stay near the
top of the NCC with the return of four
starters from a season ago.
Head coach Dave Krauth is able to
rely on All-Conference performers
Katie Krauth and Laura Hensley.
Krauth, a 5-11 senior guard/forward,
averaged 14.5 points and 4.5 rebounds
per game a season ago. Hensley, 5-9
point guard, averaged 15.8 points per

game, in addition to dishing out 6.9
assists per game.
SCSU head coach Lori Ulferts
believes the returning players will
keep Augustana competitive.
“(Augustana has a lot) of returning
players. They are shooters with confidence who can light it up from anywhere,” Ulferts said.

Minnesota-Duluth

New to the NCC this year, the
Bulldogs aim to continue the success
they had in the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference, winning
11 conference titles since the 1984-85
season.
Minnesota-Duluth return three
starters from a 20-11 team. One of
those starters is 5-7 guard Tanysha
Scott, who averaged 10.1 points while
dishing out a team-leading 87 assists.
The bulk of the scoring should
once again come from junior Lindsey
Dietz, a third-team All-American last
season. Dietz led the Bulldogs in scoring, with 19.9 points and 6.9 rebounds
per game.Ulferts believes UMD will
be a great addition to the NCC.
“UMD is a very good team.They

are very solid and the conference didn’t lose anything by the addition of
UMD,” Ulferts said.

MSU-Mankato

Following a 9-19 campaign in
2003-04, the Mavericks look to
rebound under newly-appointed head
coach Lori Fish. Fish took the job after
a stint at SCSU as an assistant.
Senior guard Kelli Freeman looks
to give the Mavericks a reliable scorer
after missing all but six games last
year. Senior All-NCC pick Hannah
Stolba also returns. Junior guard 6-0
center Arin Andrews, another first
team All-NCC pick, averaged 12.8
PPG and 7.7 rebounds/game to help
lead MSU.
Ulferts is looking forward to playing her former assistant.
“She’s going to do well. She will
make sure the athletes are in shape and
play defense. It will be fun to play
her,” she said.

UNO

Following a struggling 5-22
record, including a winless conference
mark, the Mavericks turn the coaching

duties over to Patty Patton Shearer.
UNO returns their top two scorers
from a year ago, 5-11 junior JJ Smith
(11.6 PPG ) and 6-0 Lindsey Peterson.
The Mavericks also hope to get a
spark from returning senior Chelsie
Groslie, who suffered a season-ending
knee injury last year.
Guard Karen Thies transferred
from Fort Lewis College and looks to
step in and contribute immediately.

UND

No. 7 in the national pre-season
Poll, the Sioux look to continue their
success in the new-look NCC with a
young but experienced team.
Chelsea Hausauer, a 5-10 forward,
is the lone senior. Hausauer averaged
3.9 ppg and 4.2 rpg a season ago.
Junior forward Kristi Boese, an AllNCC pick, looks to lead the Sioux following her sophomore season when
she averaged 15.9 ppg, 8.1 rpg. Junior
Amy Mahlum is another returning
starter.
The team also looks to get huge
contributions from incoming freshmen guard Danye Guinn, who was a
finalist for Minnesota Miss

Basketball.

USD
Picked to finish fifth in the conference, the Coyotes will have to do
without graduating senior Mandy
Koupal, the reigning two-year winner
of the Division II Player of the Year
award. The Coyotes will ask a lot from
their returning players to match the
25-8 record they posted a year ago.
Despite losing Koupal, USD,
coached by Chad Lavin, is still the
13th-ranked team in the preseason
rankings.
The only senior for the Coyotes
this season is 5-8 forward Kayla
Jacobs, a transfer from Bethany
Lutheran College. The leading returning scorer for USD is sophomore
Jenni Flynn, a 5’9 guard that averaged
9.1 PPG. Junior Megan Woster averaged 8.9 PPG in her first year as a
Coyote and had 143 assists to rank
sixth in the single season career chart
for USD.
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Quigley returns to center stage
Derek Sullivan
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Erika Quigley proved unstoppable during her first year in the
North Central Conference. This
season, she returns stronger, healthier and with a three-point shot.
The 6-foot-2-inch center from
Duluth East burst on the scene last
year, scoring 17 points and hauling
down 12 rebounds in her first collegiate game.
Unfortunately, Quigley was
forced to sit out the next seven
games with mononucleosis. While
resting, Quigley realized the importance and fun of playing basketball.
“I appreciate (basketball) a lot
more,” Quigley said. “It feels great
to be healthy and not be sick.”
Last season, Quigley averaged
18 points and 8 rebounds a game,
good enough to be named AllNorth Central Conference and
Conference Freshman of the Year.
Quigley said she could not have
won the awards without a strong
supporting cast.
“I felt really honored. My team
definitely helped me win those
awards. It wasn’t just me,” she said.
The Duluth native was able to
sneak up on conference foes last
year, but teams will be ready this
season to shut down the AllConference player. Quigley said
she has worked on her passing
game to take advantage of SCSU’s
experienced backcourt.
“I worked on my outlet passing,
so if I get double-teamed, I can kick
it out to our guards for a sure
three,” she said.
Quigley, who led SCSU with
381 points, has no plans to give up
all the scoring opportunities to
teammates. Another solution to the
constant double-teaming could be
an improving jumpshot. The power
player might even take a couple
shots from downtown.
“I worked on my outside shooting. That way, if teams try to double me I can step out and hit from
anywhere,” Quigley said. “I think I
will try some (three-pointers).
We’ll see what happens.”
Sophomore Shannon Francis,
Quigley’s roommate, said SCSU
has enough talent to take a lot of
the scoring pressure off their starting center.
■

Continued from PAGE B6.
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Huschle is not worried about a
lack of size.
“I’m not concerned as long as we
have Erika Quigley on the team,”
Huschle said. “We play strong and

“She understands that there are
a lot of pressures, but she knows
she has great teammates around
her,” Francis said. “If she gets doubled, we are going to be there to
help pick her up.”
For the first time in five years,
SCSU will begin a basketball season without Jessica Abrahams.
With their former captain gone,
someone will need to step up and
take a leadership role. Quigley said
senior guard Katie Huschle has
comfortably taken on the responsibilities of team leader.
“(Huschle) is an awesome
leader for us,” Quigley said. “If we
are down or in trouble, she is there
to pick us up.”
The post player provided quiet
leadership last year by taking big
shots and handling the responsibility of being the focal point of the
offense. Shannon Francis said
Quigley has spoken up a little more
this season.
“She is becoming more vocal
which is much better for this team,”
Francis said. “She definitely leads
by example.”
Due to Quigley’s illness last
year, she missed both games
against Minnesota-Duluth, her
hometown school. If all goes well,
the post player will go up against
the Bulldogs Jan. 8 at Halenbeck
Hall and Jan. 29 in her hometown.
“I didn’t get to play against
(Minnesota-Duluth) last year
because I was sick,” Quigley said.
“I am really, really excited to play
against them this year.”
Last season, Quigley and her
classmates including: 5-6 guard
Francis, 6-2 post player Sarah
Cotner and 5-9 guard Laura Legge
all made a big impact in their first
season in the NCC. Quigley said
the newcomers spent most of last
year adjusting to college basketball.
“Last year, we had six new
freshmen and it is hard for everyone to fit in,” the post player said.
“Now we are so used to each other
that we just click a lot better than
last year.”
Quigley added that her classmates are a lot more relaxed now
that they have become veterans.
“We are so much more excited
and have so much more energy this
year,” she said.

Last season, SCSU finished the
year on a five game losing streak,
ending all postseason hopes after a
promising 17-6 start. Quigley said
postseason play is goal number
one.
“We want to get to nationals this

year, especially since last year we
just missed it,” she said.
SCSU started the season with a
75-49 road victory over Bemidji
State. Quigley scored 13 points and
hauled down 10 rebounds and
attempted zero three pointers. Will

she make a three-pointer this year?
Francis said the center’s jumpshot
is a work in progress.
“It needs a little more work,”
Francis said. “I would let her go. I
would let her shoot it from out
there.”

physical, we’ll be fine with what we
have.”
With so many new additions to the
team last year, Huschle is excited
about the chance to grow as one unit
with many players returning from last
season.
“Last year, we had seven new people. We’re all veterans, that will help
us all year,” Huschle said.
Despite being tied with Augustana

as the preseason pick to finish third in
the NCC, Ulferts doesn’t see much
reason to get caught up in the preseason polls.
“I don’t take any stock in any poll.
It’s a long season. Third is just fine,”
Ulferts said.
A new member of the coaching
staff is Mike Jewett, who takes over
the assistant coach spot from Lori
Fish. Fish took over as the head coach

at Minnesota State UniversityMankato. Huschle is excited for her
former coach’s opportunity and the
opportunity SCSU has to learn from
Jewett.
“Coach Fish was awesome.
Mankato is lucky to have her,”
Huschle said. “But, Coach Jewett
brings new ideas and enthusiasm. “
With UND and USD both ranked
in the top 20 nationally, the NCC will

be difficult, even with the subtraction
of SDSU and NDSU to Division I.
UMD brings a consistent winner to
the NCC.
With a good group of new talent,
accompanied by seasoned veterans,
the Huskies are poised to make the
2004-05 season a memorable ride.

DEREK SULLIVAN/ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Erika Quigley returns to guard the paint for the SCSU women’s basketball team.The 6-2 center was named
North Central Conference Freshman of the Year last season.
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Husky hoopsters

2004-05 Season Schedule
Husky Men
Date
Opponent
Nov. 12 Minnesota (Exib)
Nov. 15 Minn-Crookston
Nov. 20 SW Minn State
Nov. 26 St. Micheal’s(VT)
Nov. 27 Michigan Tech
Dec. 1
Minn-Crookston
(at Colorado State-Peublo)
Dec. 3
N.M-Highlands
Dec. 4
CSU-Peublo
Dec. 8
Bemidji State
Dec. 11 St. John’s
Dec. 14 Upper Iowa
Dec. 20 Concordia-SP
Dec. 30 Northern Mich.
Jan. 2
Wayne State
Jan. 4
Trinity (N.D.)
Jan. 8
Minn-Duluth
Jan. 14 MSU-Mankato
Jan. 15 Augustana
Jan. 22 North Dakota
Jan. 27 Nebraska-Omaha
Jan. 29 Minn-Duluth
Feb. 3
North Dakota
Feb. 5
MSU-Mankato
Feb. 11 Nebraska-Omaha
Feb. 12 South Dakota
Feb. 17 Augustana
Feb. 22 Upper Iowa
Feb. 26 South Dakota
Mar. 1-5 Wells Fargo Finals
Mar. 23-26 Elite Eight

Site
Away
Away
Home
Duluth
Duluth
Home

Husky Women
Time
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m
3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
5:00
9:00
7:30
7:30
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:30
7:30
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
7:00
8:00

p.m.
a.m.

Away
p.m.
Away
p.m.
Away
p.m.
Home
p.m.
Home
p.m.
Away
p.m.
Home
p.m.
Home
p.m.
Away
p.m.
Away
p.m.
Away
p.m.
Home
p.m.
Away
p.m.
Home
p.m.
Home
p.m.
Away
p.m.
Away
p.m.
Home
p.m.
Home
p.m.
Home
p.m.
TBA
Grand Forks, N.D.

Date
Opponent
Nov. 15 Bemidji State
Nov. 19 Grand Valley St.
Nov. 20 Michigan Tech
Nov. 26 Concordia S-P
Nov. 27 Michigan Tech
Dec. 1
MSU-Moorhead
Dec. 7
SW Minn State
Dec. 9
North Central
Dec. 11 Minn-Crookston
Dec. 14 UW-Stout
Dec. 19 Minn-Crookston
Dec. 21 Winona State
Dec. 29 UC-San Diego
Dec. 30 UC-San Bernadino
Jan. 3
Bemidji State
Jan. 8
Minn-Duluth
Jan. 14 MSU-Mankato
Jan. 15 Augustana
Jan. 22 North Dakota
Jan. 27 Nebraska-Omaha
Jan. 29 Minn-Duluth
Feb. 3
North Dakota
Feb. 5
MSU-Mankato
Feb. 11 Nebraska-Omaha
Feb. 12 South Dakota
Feb. 17 Augustana
Feb. 26 South Dakota
Mar. 1-5 Wells Fargo Finals
Mar 23-26 Elite Eight

Site
Time
Away
6:00 p.m.
Away
7:00 p.m.
G.V. St. 1:00 p.m.
UMD
1:00 p.m.
UMD
6:00 p.m.
Away
6:00 p.m.
Home
7:00 p.m.
Home
7:00 p.m.
Away
3:00 p.m.
Home
7:00 p.m.
Away
8:00 p.m.
Away
7:00 p.m.
Away
6:00 p.m.
Away
6:00 p.m.
Home
7:00 p.m.
Home
6:00 p.m.
Away
6:00 p.m.
Away
6:00 p.m.
Away
6:00 p.m.
Home
6:00 p.m.
Away
6:00 p.m.
Home
6:00 p.m.
Home
6:00 p.m.
Away
6:00 p.m.
Away
6:00 p.m.
Home
6:00 p.m.
Home
6:00 p.m.
TBA
St. Joseph, MO

“We’re taking a lot of bad shots.We’re just
getting outhustled by these so-called elite
teams.”
-Shaquille O’Neal responding to the
Heat’s 97-108 loss to the T’Wolves.
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Hengen triumphs through injury
Ben Birnell
SPORTS EDITOR

The game of hockey and the
injuries that occur go hand-in-hand,
much like peanut butter and jelly.
Husky forward Billy Hengen is
no stranger to the injury aspect that
the game presents.
In the past five years, the junior
forward has had four different surgeries: one on each dislocated shoulder, one on his hand due to a misdiagnosed bone chip and one on a
collapsed lung.
“He has had to battle through a
few injuries here and there,” SCSU
head coach Craig Dahl said. “You
could see now the type of skill he
has when he is able to play at 100
percent.”
Hengen’s troubles began in his
junior year at the Academy of Holy
Angels during a pre-season tournament game against Maple Grove.
“I got hit from behind. I wasn’t
even in the play,” said Hengen, who
leads the Huskies in total points
with five goals and seven assists. “I
hit the ice and my left shoulder
popped out. I ended up playing the
rest of the season and it would dislocate probably every game.”
Hengen’s doctors told him he
could roll his shoulder back into
place by himself without doing further damage.
Turns out they were wrong.
Hengen said surgery on the bone
ended up taking longer that it
should have because of the damage
done.
“It ended up causing more damage,” he said. “My surgery ended
up being three hours and they had

The Hengen File

Position: Forward
Height,Weight: 5-9.185 lbs.
Hometown: Eden Prairie
Family: Parents: Bill (father),
Linda (mother) and
Josan (sister)
Roommate: Forward Josh
Singer
Favorite Musician: Jay-Z
Favorite Video Game: NFL
Madden Series and NHL ‘95
On a day off from hockey:
Eat, sleep and hang out
with his girlfriend, Emily.

to shave the bone down and made
five incisions total. That took a big
toll on my senior year of hockey
and my first year of juniors. It was
pretty much just trying to get back
to where I was my junior year of
high school.”
Still, Hengen left Holy Angels
as the program’s all-time leading
scorer with 220 points (102 goals,
118 assists). The program is doing
pretty well. Holy Angels is not in an
easy hockey conference for
Minnesota either.
Head coach Greg Trebil has led
the Stars’ program to a 150-25-5
record in the last six years, including a state championship and a state
runner-up.
When Hengen felt he was back
to the point he wanted to be at physically, his right shoulder started to
dislocate. Hengen was in the middle of his second season with the
USHL’s Lincoln Stars.
“(My right shoulder) started to
sublex, where the joint kind of pops
out and the ligaments stretch and
pretty soon, it just tore,” he said. “I
decided to have surgery on it right
away. My freshman year (at
SCSU), I was just trying to get back
to where I was the year before.”
As a first-year player for the
Huskies in 2002-03, in which he
contributed two assists in 14 games,
Hengen found himself in the hospital again, thanks to a bone chip in
his right wrist.
Hengen believes the injury happened when he tried to knock down
a puck when he played for Lincoln.
Because his wrist was mis-diagnosed in the summer of 2002 as tendonitis, Hengen's injury became
worse.
“That was just more annoying
than anything. I played with a broken hand for six months. Then the
tendons in my hand started to tighten up and my hand was like a miniclaw,” he said.
Just when it could not get worse,
Hengen found out he had a collapsed lung the summer after his
first year as a Husky. He said he
knew something was wrong when
he could not bend over to untie his
skates.
“It was a couple days of pain in
my chest and I could not walk down

MATT KASTER/VISUALS EDITOR

Billy Hengen, a 2000 graduate of the Academy of Holy Angels in Richfield, takes a shot during practice
Thursday. Hengen has overcome numerous injuries during his career and leads the team in points.
stairs,” he said. “I was around a cat
and figured I was allergic to it. I
realized it was more than that.”
Hengen said the toll taken by
working through the injuries was
tough, but helped him grow as a
person.
“I went through some hard
times,” he said. “It felt like every
time I was making progress, I
would get knocked down.
Physically, I was not where I wanted to be. My last few years of hockey have been trying to get back to
where I wanted to be instead of progressing. It has all been worth it
though. I would not want to give up
hockey for anything.”
Last season, after staying
healthy and working aspects of his
game before the season began,
Hengen finished with 23 points
(eight goals, 15 assists).
This season, Hengen started
slowly, but has been on a tear since.
Three weeks ago at Princeton and
Yale, the junior had a career-series
high with eight points (three goals,

five assists) and garnered WCHA
Offensive Player of the Week honors.
“Billy’s blessed with good parents,” Dahl said. “His parents could
see that he didn’t play up to his
capabilities in Denver (against
Denver University) and to Billy’s
credit, he agreed he could play a lot
better. I think he went out to
Princeton and Yale and decided he
wanted to play as hard as he could.”

Life with Singer

This season, Hengen has a
familiar face around, also known as
his childhood friend and Husky
junior forward Josh Singer.
The pair grew up playing hockey and baseball together as young
kids until high school.
When high school began, they
went their separate ways but landed
on the same team during their
senior year at Holy Angels. After
high school, the duo played in the
USHL. Singer went on to play for
Michigan Tech and Hengen became

a Husky.
While working out together during the summer, Singer told Hengen
he wanted to play for St. Cloud.
“We talked about (my coming to
SCSU),” Singer said. “He was a
great help with talking to the coaching staff and opening some doors
for me.”
The pair have a unique friendship, one in which they both like to
jokingly poke fun at each other.
One constant topic and joke
between the pair is about an
instance when Singer was left off a
little league all-star baseball team
managed by Hengen’s dad.
“We were best buds, we’d play
different sports together,” Singer
said. “Then his dad became the
coach for this all-star team. I figure
I’m a shoe-in and I wait for the
phone call. I wait for two days and
no call. So, everyone goes to the
all-star game and I am sitting in the
stands, watching and not playing. I
bring it up all the time because it’s
embarrassing.”
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World beats vibrate Ritsche
THURSDAY Nov. 18, 2004

Chris Heinitz
STAFF WRITER

A lively sampling of beats from
throughout the world reverberated
through Ritsche Auditorium Tuesday.
SCSU Percussion Collective,
directed by professor Terry
Vermillion, shared their expertise in
an evening of beautific bliss.
Vermillion focused on bringing in
the broad range of culture that percussion has been an intricate part of
throughout history, while also offering
a visually pleasing experience.
“I try and present a diversity of
experience for the students and I also
consider the audience. My goal with
this evening was to present diversity
and also to give them a visual projection, you saw that happening on the
walls,” said Vermillion, referring to
the live video feed displayed on the
walls.“To give them a sense of being
on-stage.”
The evening was a mixture of
large groups of people playing a variety of percussion instruments and
smaller groups usually playing a more
homogenous collection of instruments.
The show began with a fanfare,
which is a fairly common opening
piece for a concert. This fanfare, however, was anything but traditional.
Showcasing the tambourine, six percussionists showed the versatility and
capabilities of the instrument that
most think is for the person who can’t
play anything else.
Following fanfare was “The
Phantom Dances,” a piece based on a
pensive Walt Whitman poem that
describes the bursting of the bubble
that is our culture and our world.
“The whole idea about the music
and the composer is this ghostly
apparition that has no edges,”
Vermillion said. “It kind of fades into
nothing on one side and yet it materializes in the middle and it fades to
nothing on the other side. You can
kind of see an apparition like that.
And it’s wispy, like smoke moving
around. It has no real form. So the
music to the ear seems very complicated. It has no real definition to it. I
think that was his idea.”
Computer science major Jeremy
Liebehr attended the show for the second year and enjoyed the diversity
and uniqueness that the show encompassed.
“I just decided to come because I
liked it last year,” said Liebehr, “I
liked the different cultures they represented. Just the different types of

ADAM HAMMER/MANAGING EDITOR

Jennifer Oakes of the World Drumming Group plays a traditional Javanese percussion instrument during the performance of “Manyar
Sewu” Tuesday in Ritsche Auditorium.
music they represented through percussion.”
“Variations on a Ghanaian
Theme,” the evening’s next piece, had
a fluid, free feeling, as if it were being
improvised as it plays out.
“(It’s) meant to capture the essence
of the very spirited drumming that is
crucial to Ghanaian life and culture.
Emulating the call and response of the
master drummers of Ghana, the tomtoms, cowbells and woodblocks
bounce intricate rhythms off each
other as if engaged in a heated conversation,” according to the program.
The world drumming group,
amassing twenty people, played the
Indonesian Gamelan gongs to the traditional Javanese piece “Manyar

Sewu” followed by “Reno Reno.” The
unique, authentic instruments, beautifully decorated and the subtly diverse
sound created a transcendent
ambiance.
“Javanese Gamelan is basically
like an orchestra; a collection of
instruments that are all gongs,”
Vermillion said. “This set of instruments were made in Java. Every one
of those instruments you saw up there
was hand-hammered by some guy in a
sweatshop in Indonesia. These families have been making these instruments for thousands of years. We purchased that set from the Indonesian
consulate in Chicago,” said
Vermillion.
A piece that Vermillion arranged

himself, “Taiko,” is based on the
Japanese taiko drumming technique
and also incorporates vocalization by
the drummers. The three drummers
performed closer to the audience in
front of the stage in order to have
more connection with the audience.
A sunny African arrangement from
the Shona culture in Zimbabwe followed, involving the large ensemble
group, creating a variety of powerful
and uplifting sounds.
The final piece of the evening was
“Paschal Dances,” an epic piece of
great drama based on a Gregorian
Easter sequence.
The evening’s program said the
motives and phrases from the chant
are used to unify the work, which is

comprised of the Invocation, four
dances, two interludes and a benediction.
The evening was intended to be
one of cultural enrichment and
provocative, contrasting and similar
sounds.
“The thing I like about percussion
is the physicalness of it,” said
Vermillion. “Hitting the drum, getting
the vibrations off it, moving your
arms, moving your entire body; I
think drumming is a very physical
thing, (and) it’s very rewarding to
play.”
“It’s a bit like a meditation session,” Vermillion said. “There’s a
feedback that happens biologically,
you get this sense of feedback.”
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Fall play takes center stage
Ashley Love
STAFF WRITER

Those looking for an entertaining
evening with guaranteed laughs, a
touch of romance and confusion run
amuck need look no further than
SCSU’s Performing Arts Center
(PAC).
The department of theatre, film
and dance studies can hook up curious students and Shakespeare fans
alike with their fall production of
“The Comedy of Errors.”
Beginning Tuesday and running
through Nov. 21, Shakespeare’s “The
Comedy of Errors” is based on the
Roman
playwright
Plautus
Manaechmi and will be performed on
the PAC’s Center Stage.
The play revolves around two sets
of identical twins separated at a
young age and the subsequent confusion and mishaps that occur when
they come together in the town of
Ephesus.
From the gentle demeanor of the
sincere Luciana (Andrea Jensen) to
the eccentrically amusing antics of
Dr. Pinch (Tyler Fetzek), the play
delivers on its name in full-- and then
some. Keeping the audience constantly guessing at how things can go more
awry, the humor ranges from slapstick to plays-on-words to sexual
innuendoes; a variety that adds to the
complex situation.
“There are jokes for all age
groups,” SCSU sophomore and future
theater major Stacy Schultz said.
SCSU theater professor Brenda
Wentworth directed “The Comedy of
Errors,” an effort that brought together talents both on and off the stage.
With stellar costumes and a set that is
visually appealing, the play is also a
chance to experience some of the
remarkable acting talent in and out of
the theater department.
“Forty or fifty percent of the cast
are theater majors or minors,” SCSU
senior Erick Zamora said. “Most of us
are just doing this because it’s fun.”
That doesn’t make them strangers
to the stage, however. Zamora, for
example, is a social studies education

TIM GRUBER/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Dromio of Syracuse, played by Adam Lesar, falls to the ground during his performance in “The Comedy of Errors” by William Shakespeare
at the Performing Arts Center on Tuesday night.The play runs through Sunday.
major who plays Solinus, the Duke of
Ephesus. Zamora said he wanted to
perform in “The Comedy of Errors”
since he saw it performed in London
on a class trip. He was in another play
two years ago.
Fellow castmate Jay A. Terry, a
junior and chemistry major, performs
because it’s a hobby, not a future
career goal. Terry has performed in a
few shows at SCSU and about six in
high school. Terry supports others to
give theater a shot.
“I would encourage people to
audition and come to theater department events,” Terry said. “There is a
lot of community in the cast.”

Auditions for “The Comedy of
Errors” took place in mid-September
and rehearsal began soon after, allowing the actors to go through the script
and get a good grasp of the
Shakespearean language and how to
best convey it to the audience.
Unless the audience has read the
play or is an avid Shakespeare fan,
there is the chance they might be confused, but the cast does a good job
helping the audience along and the
story unravels itself nicely.
“We were really cautious about
how well the audience would understand it,” Zamora said. “The cast
worked on the visual, incorporating

motion to portray what they are saying. The last week (or so) we had a lot
of additions, (but) you go with it, play
with it and have fun.”
The department wanted to share
that with the surrounding high
schools, sending out invitations for
their final dress rehearsal performance. Not only would the students
not have to pay the ticket fee, but they
could also check out SCSU’s theater
department and possibly be recruited,
helping increase the department’s
small numbers.
“They give big parts to people
who do well in auditions. [We’re]
looking for new talent and new peo-

ple,” Zamora said.
“I felt very confident about opening night, (and) it’s just going to get
better,” Schultz said. “Come see the
show, you’ll be glad you did.”

The essentials

Show times:8 p.m. on
Tuesday,Wednesday,Thursday,
Friday and Saturday. Last show is
2 p.m. Sunday.
Tickets: SCSU students
admitted free with valid school
ID. Adult tickets for members of
the public are $15 and $10 for
seniors.

Poetic voices penetrate Quarry via ink
Kevin MacDonald
STAFF WRITER

Students were treated to poetry
and music Wednesday evening in
the Atwood Quarry. Voices of Ink, a
spoken poetry presentation, gave
nine SCSU students interested in
creative writing an opportunity to
perform their poetry in front of a
live audience.
The event, sponsored by UPB,

was presented by the literary arts
and English department’s creative
writing program. The performers
were all upper-level students selected by SCSU English professor Bill
Meissner for a creative writing
practicum that he organizes each
year.
The four-credit course is not
available to most students, but is
rather a small, hand-picked group
that focuses on creative writing.

“Mostly it’s for fun and for seriously developing poetry,” English
major and performer Dan Shub said.
“When we sit down and share our
poetry with other people (in the
practicum), we don’t care about
feelings. We give each other constructive criticism. The people in
this group are serious about what
they are doing.”
The presentation began around
6:45 p.m. and lasted for about 45

minutes. Each performer recited
three or four of their poems on
stage, typically giving brief introductions and background before
each piece. The night opened with
two writers demonstrating their guitar skills, which settled the audience
of about 50 people before the readings began.
Fifth-year senior Beth Ulrich,
who performed and served as MC
for Wednesday’s event, said that this

was a new experience for her and
most of the other performers.
“We are first timers,” Ulrich
said. “We knew we wanted to do a
performance, but it was just a matter
of being able to get everyone together. (The Quarry) seemed like a good
location because of the traffic of
hungry people that may pass by and
want to listen to some poetry.”
■

Go to Quarry PAGE 13.
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‘Hero’ a good bet anytime

MOVIE INFO: 253-4328

Bargain matinees on all shows before 6 p.m.
SAME DAY TICKET SALES ONLY GEN ADM $7.00 CHILD/SR/MAT $5.00

Before I write about “Hero,” I
first must admit to being a coward.
I am afraid of “The Polar
Express,” and that fear has kept me
from fulfilling my duties as film
critic in this publication. It would
just be too much for me this weekend to watch a CGI Tom Hanks play
a five-year-old boy on a futuristic
train to the North Pole. It is just too
creepy. The dehumanization CGI is
bringing to Hollywood is as
depressing as the de-intellectualization we’re getting courtesy of
hyper-commercialization. Also, I
just don’t want to be let down by
Robert Zemeckis, the man who will
always be my hero for directing
“Back to the Future” I and II. I
know how idiotic this sounds, but
that’s the bottom line. I just can’t do
it this week.
“Hero,” however, is a film that
deserves to be written about on any
day of the week and for less than
the price of a tap beer, you can see
it on the big screen at the
Crossroads Theater. In terms of
spectacle, I doubt any animated
film can go toe-to-toe with drunken

JOHN
BEHLING
MOVIE
CRITIC
master-cinematographer
Christopher Doyle’s luscious celluloid-fu.
Set in the time before China’s
first emperor, “Hero” is the story of
three assassins who are set on
destroying Qin, the strongest of the
warlords. When a nameless warrior
(Jet Li) appears before Qin with
evidence that he has defeated the
three great assassins, the man is
called before the emperor to tell his
story.
Like “Rashomon,” “Hero” is a
series of retellings in which the
king and the warrior negotiate the
truth. Just as wires liberate the body
from the boring rules of physics,
these flashbacks liberate the images
from literal interpretation. Each

sequence is so harshly color-coded
that it recalls the days when silent
films were colored by dipping loops
of celluloid into vats of dye.
The first sequence, which
depicts a crime of passion, is crimson. The second, which refines the
original scenario through the sober
mind of a tactician, is dark blue. On
a strictly visual level, “Hero” is picture perfect. That’s hardly a surprise coming from Doyle, who has
basically defined the look of contemporary Asian cinema with the
eight gorgeous films he shot for
Wong Kar-Wai. But as a director,
Zhang Yimou has certainly pulled a
dramatic 180 from his previous
work. Known for grinding, realistic
social dramas like “Raise the Red
Lantern” and “The Story of Qiu
Ju,” Zhang has definitely taken aim
for mainstream tastes, but thankfully has retained his ability to showcase philosophy, human emotion
and politics.
The assassin lovers Broken
Sword (Tony Leung) and Flying
Snow (Maggie Cheung) emote with
enough gravity to repress any acro-

batic tumble, while Li’s quiet
seething stays eerily in the background. The film’s politics have
largely been questioned and it is
hard to avoid them in this “sharper”
American translation of the film.
The film is definitely about the
power of oneness; how it is the destiny of the ruler to kill and slaughter and wage war for the betterment
of the country. But it is also about a
philosophical end to violence.
There’s only a single drop of blood
shed in the entire film; the fighting
is indistinguishable from dancing;
calligraphy holds the secret for
swordsmanship. And the ultimate
secret is how to put down the
sword.
In the end, the assassins serve
their ruler by reminding him that he
exists for the benefit of the people,
by the will of the people. The ruler
will be responsible for the deaths of
many, as well as the ultimate good
of many more. It is not a responsibility to take lightly. Perhaps there’s
an emperor in this country that
could learn from that lesson. That
is, if he is willing to read subtitles.

Continued from PAGE 12.

undecided, she said that poetry is
something that she enjoys and the
event was a good way to experience
it live.
The poetry presentation is an
annual event but is given a different
name by participating students each
year. Although many of the performers like expressing themselves
through poetry, Ulrich stated that it
is not necessarily something that she
and her classmates will continue to
do in the years to come.
“I don’t know if poetry is really
something that you can go into (for a
living),” Ulrich said. “I thoroughly
enjoy poetry, but I don’t know what
I would do with it. Creative writing
is more of a pastime for me, not
something that I think I will find a
career in.”
One of the evening’s highlights
was when Ulrich performed her
poems dressed as a cow. She kidded
to the audience that she did it to prevent the embarrassment of reciting
the pieces as herself.

■

Quarry

ADAM HAMMER/MANAGING EDITOR

Michael Brixius recites his poem “Fighting to Breathe” during the
Visions in Ink poetry reading in the Atwood Quarry Wednesday.

The evening was primarily organized by literary arts coordinator
Tami Klempke, who also arranged
the appearance of spoken-word poet
Gemineye following Voices of Ink.
“It took me about a month to
organize this and about two months
to put together Gemineye,” Klempke
said.
The subject matter of the student
poetry typically dealt with experiences that have impacted their lives.
Shub said that a lot of his inspiration
comes from his religious beliefs.
“When I sit down to write, God
and Christianity always enters my
mind at some point,” Shub
explained. “From there, I usually
end up writing about something that
has had a rippling effect; some event
that happens when you’re a child
that continues to effect you in various ways throughout the rest of your
life.”
The general consensus of the performance from the audience was a
positive one.
“I really liked (Voices of Ink) a
lot,” first-year SCSU student Gina
Koski said. “It was very interesting
and like a breath of fresh air. I have
never been to anything like this
before.”
Koski, like many others in the
audience, heard about the presentation from an English professor.
Although her major is currently

“We give each other
constructive criticism.
The people in this
group are serious about
what they’re doing.”
Dan Shub
SCSU POET

PARKWOOD 18

BIRTH (R)

DAILY 5:00-7:15-9:30
FRI-SUN MATS 12:30-2:45

AFTER THE SUNSET (PG13)

DAILY 4:45-7:10-9:15
FRI-SUN MATS 12:15-2:30

SEED OF CHUCKY (R)

DAILY 5:00-7:30-9:45
FRI-SUN MATS 1:00-3:00

POLAR EXPRESS (G)

DAILY 4:30-4:45-5:00-6:45-7:007:15-9:00-9:15-9:30
FRI-SUN MATS 12:00-12:15-12:302:15-2:30-2:45

THE INCREDIBLES (PG)

DAILY 4:00-4:15-6:45-7:00-9:15-9:30
FRI-SUN MATS 1:00-1:30

ALFIE (R)
SAW (R)

DAILY 4:30-7:15-9:45
FRI-SUN MATS 1:30

DAILY 5:00-7:30-9:45
FRI-SUN MATS 12:15-2:45

RAY (PG13)

DAILY 4:15-8:00
FRI-SUN MATS 1:00

SURVIVING CHRISTMAS (PG13)

DAILY 4:45-7:00-9:15
FRI-SUN MATS 12:30-2:45

THE GRUDGE (PG13)

DAILY 4:30-7:00-9:30
FRI-SUN MATS 12:15-2:30

TEAM AMERICA (R)

DAILY 9:45 ONLY

SHALL WE DANCE (PG13)

DAILY 4:45-7:00-9:15
FRI-SUN MATS 12:15-2:30

FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS (PG13)

DAILY 4:15-6:45-9:15
FRI-SUN MATS 1:00

LADDER 49 (PG13)

DAILY 4:00-6:45-9:20
FRI-SUN MATS 1:00

SHARK TALE (PG)

DAILY 4:30-6:45-8:45
FRI-SUN MATS 12:00-2:15

NAPOLEON DYNOMITE (PG)

DAILY 5:00-7:30
FRI-SUN MATS 1:00-3:00

CROSSROADS 6
ALL SEATS $1.50

HERO (PG13)

DAILY 4:15-6:45-9:10
SAT-SUN MATS 1:30

FIRST DAUGHTER (PG)

DAILY 5:00-7:00-9:00
SAT-SUN MATS 1:00-3:00

THE BOURNE SUPREMACY (PG13)

DAILY 5:20-7:20-9:20
SAT-SUN MATS 1:20-3:20

SPIDERMAN 2 (PG13)

DAILY 4:15-6:45-9:15
SAT-SUN MATS 1:30

SHREK 2 (PG)

DAILY 5:10-7:10-9:10
SAT-SUN MATS 1:10-3:10

THE NOTEBOOK (PG13)
31775/11.12

DAILY 4:30-7:00-9:15
SAT-SUN MATS 1:45
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HOUSING

CHEAP ONE BEDROOMS!
Starting at $425! Close to campus, on bus route. Includes heat,
water, garbage and basic cable.
Great move-in special. 761-1571
for info.
SOUTH SIDE PARK
4 bedroom, 2 bathroom apartments and rooms for rent. Call
Select Properties (320) 253-1154.
2 TO 10 BEDROOM
Homes for rent. Close to campus.
Call Select Properties.
(320) 253-1154.
WEST CAMPUS
4 bedroom apartments and rooms.
Low monthly rents. Call Select
Properties (320) 253-1154.
MAYNE ESTATES
4 Bedroom apartments and rooms.
Low rent rates. Call Select
Properties. (320) 253-1154.
$75 MOVE IN SPECIAL!
Application and security deposit
included. 1/2 mile from SCSU and
on the bus route. Call 654-8300
for details.
CAMPUS EAST
4 bedroom, 2 bathroom apartments and rooms for rent. Call
Select Properties. (320) 253-1154.
CHECK US OUT!
$200 a month, 1-4 br’s avail. Shared
baths, close to hockey arena. Heat,
water, garbage paid! 9-12 month
leases avail. now! Laundry on-site.
Secure bldg. Call now!
(763) 633-1080 ext. 28.
1BR/2BR
$475/$550 per month. Heat paid.
Nice and new. Clean, quiet, students only. Call 761-2822.
2 BDR APARTMENT
2 blocks from SCSU, heat paid.
$650 sec. dep. Avail. Sept. 1, Jim:
(612) 508-3723.
FOUR BEDROOM
Two bath apartment homes. Offstreet parking available close to
SCSU campus, $220-$260 per person 9-12 month lease. Water, sewer,
garbage paid. Heat paid in winter
months. Call now to reserve your
home. (763) 633-1080 ext. 28.
ROOMS AVAILABLE !!!
Incl. leases within 1 bedroom units.
Blocks from SCSU. $220-230. Low
SD. (320) 654-8300.

CLASSIFIEDS
2 BEDROOMS FROM $475!
Includes basic cable, heat, water,
and refuse. Close to campus and
on the bus line. Call Angie at
761-7571 today!
SPACIOUS 2 BR’S
Michigan Place. 1/2 mile from
SCSU, on bus route. Quiet building and location. Low rent and
cheap security deposit. Call Angie
(320) 654-8300.
2005-2006 SCHOOL SEASON
Remodeled 4 bedroom apts. $205
per bed. Call (320) 980-7545.
2005-2006 SCHOOL SEASON
Nice 4 bedroom house. $300 per
bed. Call (320) 980-7545.
1 AND 2 BEDROOM APTS
Close to SCSU. Also single
rooms. Heat paid. Call (320) 2518284.
CARETAKER NEEDED
For West Campus Apts. Heat,
water. garbage, and basic cable
included as well! Please call Angie
to inquire. 654-8300.
FEMALE AND MALE SUBLETS
In 4 bedroom apts. Heat paid,
dishwasher, close. Excell Prop.
251-6005.

LARGE TWO BEDROOM APT.
Heat paid, AC, DW, parking,
close. Avail. Dec. 1. Excel Prop.
251-6005.

“05-06” SCHOOL YEAR
6/1/05 “The Castle” 3 and 4 br.
apts. Spacious. Quality living.
Dan 251-1925

STUDIO APT
400+ square feet, heat paid, AC,
parking, close. Avail. 11/1/04. Excel
Prop. 251-6005.

HOUSES
6/1/05. 20 locations. 1-4 blks to
SCSU Library. Dan 251-1925

SHARE 4 BR HOUSE
$275 per room plus utilities.
253-9442
LIVE W/ 6 Guys
3 Bath, 2 kitchens, wrap-around
porch. $400 includes all utilities.
Chad (320) 224-1479
SUBLEASE
Single rooms 1-4 br apts., houses.
Now, 12/1, 1/1. Dan 251-1925.
HOUSES, APTS HOUSES, APTS
Updated. Various Locations. Now,
12/1, 1/1/05. Heating/Parking incl.
Dan 251-1925.
ONE STOP SHOPPING!!!
1,2,3,&4 bedrooms available. Many
different features, including balconies, lofts, A/C, on site caretaking
and great locations. Call for a personal showing. 654-8300.
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HOUSING
Rent neg. Dan 251-1925.
TOWNHOUSES
Near Hallenbeck 6/1/05. 3br’s.
Heat/parking included.
Dan 251-1925
2 BR IN 4-PLEX
By Hallenbeck Hall. Call Rick
255-7002
UP To 6 Rooms
Available in HUGE HOUSE on
8th Ave.So. Clean, wood floors,
big rooms! Michelle (763)-2340267
ROOM IN HOUSE
2 miles from campus. Hottub,
pool table, high speed internet,
swimming pool, includes all utilities. $300/month. Call Simon @
(320)-493-2608

2nd SEMESTER LEASING
3&4 bdrm apts. Cable included
call 259-9673.

2 AND 3 BDRM DUPLEXES
Great St. Cloud locations. Very
spacious, with lots of storage
space. Call Angie at 654-8300.

ONE ROOM EFFICIENCIES
Available. Utilities included. Clean
and quiet. 259-9434.

LARGE 3&4 BDRM APTS
W/heat, paid, +70 Channels cable
included, dishwasher, newly carpeted. Call 259-9673.

5 BEDROOM
2 bath, fireplace, dishwasher,
$1500 mo. Available 1-1-05 2596044

FOUR BEDROOM APARTMENTS
One 2 br duplex, 9 brs in house!
Plus fill-in spots! Great locations!
Call Pillar Property (320) 2594259!

SOUTHSIDE ROOMS
Available. Heat, water, cable/int.
included. Available immediately or
spring semester. Call (507) 4387236 or (320) 309-6403

1 BDRM AND 2 BDRM
Near campus. (320) 253-5340.

ONE, TWO AND THREE
Bedroom apartments available.
Park Plaza. 253-1615

SHERBURNE COURT APTS
1 and 2 brm, 2 brm and den. 6
blocks to campus. 1 block to clipper or metro bus. Heat, cable,
refuse, water, free parking.
Starting at $485. Garage avail.
Quiet and clean. Call Diane
(320)-253-2155

TWO ROOMS
In furnished house, few blocks
from campus. $250 and $365,
plus electric. All other utilities
included. Washer and dryer, internet, cable and off-street parking.
Subleasers for spring semester.
Contact Joel or Emily (320) 2306709.

BEDROOMS STARTING AT $210!
Single bedroom within 4 bdrm unit.
Blocks away from SCSU, on bus
route. Heat, water, garbage, and
basic cable included! Ask about our
awesome move-in special!
654-8300.

ROOMMATE WANTED
For three bedroom apartment in
new building. 259-9434.

3 BEDROOM DUPLEX
For rent. Finished basement. Very
clean. (320) 654-6844.
1, 2, and 4 BEDROOM APTS
Heat paid, AC, DW, Parking. Nice!
Excel Prop. 251-6005.

2 BR
Sauk Rapids, very clean. $600
420-1440 E or 258-5129 D
“05-06” SCHOOL YEAR
6/1/05 4-10 Br. houses. 2-4 br
apts. Great locations. Quality
housing. Dan 251-1925

SUBLEASER WANTED
Available Jan 1st. Close to campus. Bus stop outside. Friendly
roommates. Heat, water, garage
included.
Call Sommer (507)-210-6051

EMPLOYMENT
SPRING BREAK 2005
With STS, America’s #1 student
tour operator. Hiring campus
reps. Call for group discounts.
Info/reservations 1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK WITH BIANCHIROSS TOURS!
Over 18 years of Spring Break
experience! The BEST Spring Break
Under the Sun! Acapulco-VallartaMazatlan-Cancun & Cabo. Organize
a group-GO FREE! 800-875-4525
or www.bianchi-rossi.com

FOR SALE
FREE GIFT WITH EVERY ORDER
Fall into color, perfumes, age fighting moisturizers, and private spa
collections. FREE GIFT varies
w/purchase amount. FREE SHIPPING. Call Karen (320) 685-8002 or
visit www.marykay.com/cosmeticbeauty (offer not in conjunction
w/other promotions/discounts -- Exp.
01/05).
1981 TOYOTA PICKUP 4X4
Excellent condition. Many extras
$1,500/O.B. 562-225-5205
COMPUTER INKJET
Cartridges refilled. $7.00. 24-hour
return 252-9808. Leave message for
Chet

ATTENTION
$450 GROUP FUNDRAISER
SCHEDULING BONUS
4 hours of your group’s time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in
earnings for your group. Call
TODAY for a $450 bonus when
you schedule your non-sales
fundraiser with CampusFundraiser.
Contact CampusFundraiser, (888)
923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
EGG DONORS
We can compensate you , but never
repay you. Earn $500 and a couple’s undying gratitude. If you are a
healthy non-smoker, age 21-31, we
welcome you to contact us for more
information. We offer a comprehensive program far beyond other
services. Conceive Abilities.
(612)-920-3388.
www.conceiveabilities.com

PERSONALS
Jesus and Satan are Pretend.
Biblical Jesus an infinite terrorist
Question religion. Atheism is true.
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When was
the last time
you were on a

Poker Run
from
God?
Newman Parish Mission
“the Catholic Church
for Campus”
396 First Avenue So.
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Come to one or both of these presentations. Free food will be served at each.
Each time you attend a Mission event, you will receive 2 playing cards to make a
poker hand and a chance to

win a FREE party for you and 10 of your friends at Wil’s Place!
On Thursday, November 18, whomever holds the best poker hand, WINS!

Communal Cakes and Peaceful Pies

Wednesday, November 17 at 7 pm
“Jesus as nourishment for the journey of faith”

Holy Hors D’oeuvres

Thursday, November 18 at 7 pm
“Our mission to share in the work of Jesus and the Church”

Last Chances
to make the best

Poker Hand!
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